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This dissertation T'!1"f'<;lP1nT<:! a novel system for semi-automatic 1l1 .. 'U,"'lHlj:l, of buildings in 
informal settlement areas aerial photographs. The building strategy is 
eVt~lOiJeU and ImlPlememe:a a desk top .... uv.u,u'"u Settlement 
Geographic lntC)rm,atl()n "",<,,,.,,,rn (ISGIS) developed PC-based 
GIS tools to serve 
novel strategy 
users in informal ,,"",U""'.U'-'llU areas. The nrr'T'!('\<:!pn system uses a 
""''''.llH'''''''Hl.l15 buildings by their contour positions 
which are derived automatically from digital models as blobs. Building 





most its processes 
attributed to 11'1r'1"P'l<:!P of informal 
settlement areas in developing cOlmtneiS. which has consequently to the ae~;ra(latllon 
of the local PP'''''''''TPTn'' e.g. soil 
problems. date, spatial 
s'ettlement 
settlement Existing 
poor water, poor 






equipment expertise, labour time consuming are ineffective 
re-
with highly dynamic environments typically found in mt,onnal settlement areas. It is 
rn1",':>l',.1"",'':> to develop new modeling '''',",lllJ.j,''1 
cost 
better suited to 












elooment of an "'J.J.''''''U spatial acquisition method semi -automated modeling 
of buildings infOlmal "''''''U...,lU'-'J,U areas. 
proposed method follows a top-down control It is a model based approach 
In object IS achieved by contextual object 
considerations main steps nrcmo;sed system are 
"" .......... "" .... through the following sequence activities: 
• Hypothesis aF'rlF'r~lT1 a digital model 
• Location of raised structure hypotheses in 
• hypotheses 
• of approxi~ate building contours each UH'''lU5 hypothesis 
• Formulation of building contours snakes and optimization the 
programming technique. 
into are orthoimages and digital Digital surface 
models are generated by the matching technique. Raised structures are modeled as 
"lumps" in digital models. Lumps in are as elevation blobs, 
are derived from the "".1', ..... ,., surface models by altimetric segmentation. 
windows building "",vt"""'I"h are provided by projecting points elevation 
into cOlTe~;pondIng Buildings are .. n .. 'u .... "",,,, usmg 
region growing by "''''',,,v,,, uu ... ~ ... .., and pf()grarrLInlmg optimization 
techniques. lump a digital surface model can than a U,u,.uUj5, e.g. 











detection, it is thus to perfonn ...,"'",u. ...... !"> hypothesis verification so as to 
distinguish building nVtloHles<~s from object hypotheses. In research, building 
hypothesis verification is based on the of edge 
orthoimage patch's An orthoimage patch is an orthoimage area covered 
an elevation blob. Resulting hypotheses in vector fonnat are used as or 
approximate building COiltolllrs. are snakes input 
dynamic programming optimization process. The snakes and dynamic 
optimization process at modifying approximate building contours so as to 1"."' •. 1."' ..... '" 
new contours, optimally aelme:ate the UU'.AUJ.JaE>" 
to programming optimization is generic object mathematical model, 
HUUll.L'-'''''UJlVH of an (in this case a building) 
this research, the ;;:'''' •• '''Ulv building mathematical model used is that 
pixels within an higher and 
a UH'U.U1E> region are presumably relatively The dynamic prc)gnmUnll1lg 
process is applied to building'S approximate contour after it has been fonnulated 
into "uaA,"," or contour lHVUv,,,. from process an optimal building contour 
is derived. 
The proposed ... ..,<LA.., ..... was 
study area was lYUilllZleSe m 
on two have 
in this area. second study area was uu ... .."JuJ. Beam 
one site was tested. building contours were 
tl",,..,....t situations. first 
[ld.'.>''-'<I'h two 
- South 











models were generated using the Arc View 3-D Analyst software. The results are 
encouraging, but not all buildings in the study areas were extracted. Buildings that were 
not extracted need to be by other extraction strategies and added later either manually or 
otherwise. This implies that the application of multi-cue algorithms is important in 
building extraction as no single algorithm to-date can correctly detect and delineate 
buildings in every scene, identical to what the human operator can perceive. 
Despite building contour shape modification through the optimization process, the final 
extracted 2-D building contours were somewhat distorted. Interactive post editing of the 
2-D building extraction output is thus necessary. The proposed system's performance 
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1:'..nectlve management human "''''""'"U,,lU.::> is currently recognized as an important 
for sound of 
un··ta··aare information on settlements critical in fulfilling this 
requisite. At the IS to environmental impacts 
unpredictable climatic changes, floods and unsafe 
However, access to to as technology 
which provides for sustainable management natural resources 
and human settlements offers a breakthrough. 
Data for a GIS are "V~lllHVUl by surveying, conventional 
photogrammetry, ...,.n..'''''.''1"> base maps, and to a extent, remote sensing. Due to low 
spatial resolution the use remotely sensea data in has limited to small 
applications like derivation of ..... ·u" .. n .. information, such as production of land use maps 
change mcml1:onng. However, 
analysis techniques as well as 1'£.,.."''''''11"",,- resulted 










Chapter 1 :Introduction 2 
(multispectral) of Ikonos (!konos, 1999). This development subsequently 
possibilities remotely sensed data in scale applications for input GIS. 
ph,oto,gr,lflllmetrv has these technological particularly 
from high-resolution hardcopy scanners small digital cameras as tested 
Mason, Ruther Smit (1 and will soon benefit digital cameras 
2000). Sensing and Digital photogrammetry are now accepted as a 
source data GIS. have potential of lowering costs of data 
acquisition and analysis. In addition meet other "'H'H"',". such as timely 
acquisition, of '"IT''''''''''''' area coverage (Burrough, 1 
1991; Trotter, 1 1; Gaims and Taylor, 1992; 1997). Despite 
technological has ""UI ..... <"""'" more accurate and 
""H",V~"" and therefore superior to image analysis (Mulder, 1990; Trotter, 1991). 
the same time, has a quest to automate GIS data capture methods particularly 
~erlSll1lg and 
potential of digital images. 
Ph()tollITWmnletl'V data so as to optimally exploit the 
date, image analysis, particularly automatic feature extraction, is far 
"""U.AL.""U. (Firestone et aI, 1996; being fully 
2000). semi-automated (Cc.nmql 
oP,eratlOnal tum <u ,"",<Au. time of providing 
and Li, 1997). of «U •• JHL(1 .... U 
system for analysis and decision making. 
and 1997; Schenk, GUlch, 
nTn'/F''' desirable in reducing the 
(Gaims Taylor, 1992; Gruen 
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of 
data. 
also referred to as decision "" .... "'"rt S'I'Sl~:rns. a,epc;mC1S on 
data to be accurate lO-I:o-(]lare so that ae(~lS11[)nS 
data are optimaL A typical example need information for decision 
quality of the 
made using 
iUUAUJ'O is in management, particularly developing countries where grow 
rapidly increased ... ""'''' ...... ,, 
an inadequate supply of appropriate services. In such 
circumstances policy and urban planners need ..,p .......... information to monitor the 
policies and in turn to to 
appropriate responses or 




<UV,l1.1<.,,·L ..... ,", the growth of 
Informal settleJments are a common feature developing countries are 
typically the .... i" ......... ''''. of an urgent urban income earners 
(Mason Fraser, 1998). evolution in urban areas is an inevitable phenomenon. 
long as areas offer economies scale and economIes, 
cities will always continue to grow, attracting migrants from rural areas and smaller 
urban leading to more squatting. United Nations forecasts that 40 percent 
the world's urban population will live in unplanned areas by year (Geo-
information 1998). 
In settlements areas, development terms of right 
occupancy are not in with 
set by governments. a result these areas are to water quality 
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unprove the quality of life of these areas through a process 
whereby at a secure is established. Additionally, in 
process of squatter upgrading, access to the urban infrastructure servIces IS 
enabled housing as well as the physical and are to 
with informal settlement upgrading requires 
reliable spatial data and application of spatial information technology in 
requiring spatial data include the monitoring of settlement 
the to the of a 
infrastructure, management and assessment of \.U<>''''''''''.l':> floods, and adverse 
The spatial data involves the application 
of mtlornlatllon technology. 
spatial technology to effective in informal settlements environment, it to 
be low cost both in acquisition and semi-automated or automated (to 
achieve 
as possible on 
.l"'iJla...,;,,,, results), simple to use by low-skilled operators and as far 
[-Ule-!meU software components a desktop Contrary to 
these requirements acquisition spatial informal settlelll1ents to-Oal:e has been 
based on conventional ma;ppltnJ?; ."'''',UU11''i" and conventional photo granlmetry 
either or analytical techniques. These ."''"'.lUi, ..... are mostly in 
addition to that they high technical expertise expensive equipment. 
relatively small, densely populated areas rapid "".u~""~E>~UE> environments 
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can not on a regular 
are therefore needed. 
1998). Alternative 
,.,. .... 'p.I"'T'''''' in this research was to a cost semi-automatic method 
.. u ... uu.;::, extraction in informal settlements spatial resolution aerial <LU,,,,,,,,,,,,, 
was done by using digital surface ... "" .... v • ., as cues in the derivation of building 
nvtlOUlesc~s followed by the oprlpr~lh ap)::Irmnmlate building contours 
constrained by formulation of active contour Hn.,u",.", 
and optimization 
towards spatial 
of a low cost 




with self developed tools. 
1:2 MOTIVATION AND RATIONALE 
res:erurcn IS a 
l-amOlm,lUc v ... ,", ..... "'" p.V1"''lf·r,,,.n In InlOrrnal "', .... "' ... ,,, .. areas into 
high-resolution aerial ....... 5' .. '" was by five issues: 
1. Most research COllce:rnlng V"JLlU1J.~5 extraction has concentrated ~"-'''~J on 
planned or formal areas of developed countries. 
dedicated to the buildings in developing 
informal 
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The need to acquire, manage and disseminate data to enable ",n:"'l"t·i" ... planning to 
.,,..,,, ....... ,,,,, the of infonnal as described § 1: 1. 




... u ..... uE> extraction shadows 
H""L5UL" of buildings. Geometric 
or opposite ofa roof 
generation 
parallel so 
on, are taken many "'''1'''''''l''. systems. used in most of these 
are generally "IH"V''''' I.e. with details and low of 
Simple HHUE>'''''' glent:nUI) reqUIre "'U'"fJ' ..... algorithms 1996). have shown 
these systems are unsuitable in situations where .... _,.... .. _ are complicated as in 
infonnal settlements areas there are no "'A~'U"''' or "".1LllV""""" shadows, roofs are 
complex and and the __ •. ~ •. , of buildings is relatively high. 
Automatic extraction is an area phc)togralmrnetn seemed it could 
provide an added to analytical techniques 1997). It is expected that 
it could reduce fatigue the work load of photogrammetrists. This expectation has 
not been IUIU"L"''''' to-date more research is theret,ore needed in area. 
• With rapid advance Observation Systems technology, there is a 
developing tools for interpretation, handling amounts of data and 
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1:3. PROBLEM DEFINITION 
1:3:1 FEATURE EXTRACTION 
7 
.... ~n'.n~~ extraction is aeI:me:a by Erik de Man (1988) as a process of 
deducting a certain amount mt,ornlatllon from appropriate SOUlfce:s. mostly 
knowledge on position of objects or phenomena on the earth, their attributes and 
topological relationships. Geomatics, featme extraction is defined as a process of 
detection and aellm€!atllon of an object's extent the nT'f'{,H~P location object 
It is essentially a process of spatial and non spatial featme data acquisition 
from sensor data. process extraction of relevant featme information by 
or neglecting other information. 
Feature data is required mainly for applications for planning, 
resource assessment and and as for 
data sets. Data integration is critical in GIS's u""' .. ,au",,,, it facilitates the with 
of H·",~·", ... j- scenanos for the ""',. .... ,,, .... ,'" predicting developments, sustainable 
soon. 
Many LU,"'UHJ\.L.:> of j-",,,,j-n"'" e:Ktr:actlon exist, however, U ...... V.l",,u method obtaining 
accurate of terrain and man-made has conventional 
photogrammetry. Photogrammetry is a well-established and technique but some 
of its operations are manual, labom-intensive and consuming. Photogrammetry 
involves expensive equipment as as specialized rapidly changing 
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relatively Alternative rapid spatial data acquisition techniques satellite 
UU'''''};'''''' and "'''' ... llJl''' ..... photographs have 
res:eal~cn groups for the past years 1988; and Pavlidis. 
1990; 1990; Weidner 1 Firestone et 1996; and Li, 
Mason Riither, 1998 ). 
resolution images (aerial photographs and borne data) in combination 
recent m and technology have 
influenced the processes of feature extraction to be realized in automated en"IT<)mneIlts. 
It is important desirable to further on potential HIla,!;,." as a 
primary source of for through development schemes automatic 
data acquisition me:IDCIQS. The to improving GIS efficiency is the introduction of 
automation feature extraction prc)ce:sses. 
significant amount 
concentrated on 
which been the field feature PV11T!l('l"1r\n has 
extraction man-made features, 
buildings. This is because buildings and roads are important, 
roads and 
they are predominant 
frequently occurring man-made structures. Road extraction techniques are rather 
well established because roads can be described by mathematical models 
their UAL'''''};',", are irnr",,'t'I from our (human) knowledge 
a 
pixels on either the road. 

















'-'''''''IJ'''''' 1 :Introduction 
the same time, the contrast along the 




not "'~"""i',,,, significantly within 
short road 
do not much, spectral properties are almost constant. 
Hence, well-established algorithms are place extraction, example, road 
dynamic least B-Splines (Gruen and 
1997) knowledge based road extraction from aerial images (Trinder et 1997). 






significant "A~'A<:U'£" in building extraction planned or ....... U,L ....... 
developed countries and 1987; Huertas 
Mohani Nevatia, 1989; Liow Haala 
Forstner, 1990; Haala Brenner, 1 "' ....... ,"'''',,,,, ... and Baltsavias, 
et 1998; I.'len~sm 2000). Little 1'"""''''<>''1'' has however been 




Mason Baltsavias, 1997; Li, LTLU."'VU and 1998; Mason and 
teclmique to-date has 1998). all research ",H,,,rl« no 
as a solution to building extraction problem. IS attributed to the 
of in mtorrnal settlement areas u,h",,.,,, buildings are 
of diverse building and varying 
in U"'.I,H"'J'U':> do not follow codes but are 
Their ",v,',...,r'T' 
to a 
interplay natural, and IS 











infonnal and fonnal urban settlements. Building extraction in infonnal settlement areas 
is a special challenge to photogrammetry, computer vision, Image un4lerStana:mg 
all building developed to-date contain a 
problem-specific control structure. Therefore the adaptation of these systems to even 
ch,m~~ed conditions or new applications 
Schenk, 2000). More resc~af(:n IS needed to possible avenues of 
building eXl:rac:non, infonnal settlement areas. 
The UHJU' .... j'U to cannot well ael:me:a without briefly highlighting some of the 
problems existing methods building Current building extraction 
strategies may grouped into two main categ()m;:s 








"'''' ... UJ5 extraction 
2-D BUILDING EXTRACTION 
UH''-Ulla extraction category building OJ'V',H,,",,","'''' a""'''''''U''.IH using 
image analysis techniques, mostly shadows, edge comer detection 
edge »"'.<'I •• u5 and grouping (Liow and 1990; and .............. "''"' ... , 
1981; Mckeown, 1984; Mckeown, 1990). Some approaches this category use re£lon 
Image in the of building hypotheses followed by verification 
(Levine Shaheen, 1981; Levine, 1984). Other 
the snakes technique which building points comers) 
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position optimization through dynamic building .. vt-.. ",,·1', 
approaches --------J result detection contour delineation lmage 
Such results though less accurate, are useful general interpretation and 
is prone to monitoring as for ex::unl)le, change \.L"I''''-''LIUI,I. nnIP"'>" the 
• 
pitfalls: 




fragmentation. In most cases an object will 
building are presented as 
disconnected edge fragments. Unless it is possible to associate or """'n'",.,."r-" 
fragments, may be by as to C;:P1'\~T'i:ltp distinct 
objects. Fragmentation prevents recognition of correct object properties 
resulting in inability to extract objects (Jaynes et aI, 1994). 
....... V'H.l."'.l problems, which are to poor COltltr,f1st, result in along causmg 
difficulty definition of comer points. 
For the on nur,nn,,,,,, Image se~onl~mjf1n(m 
se!;mem:ea into regIOnS, a region a group connected 
with similar properties. These approaches are affected by occurrence artifacts, 
which are a of contrast, between both buildings the background, 
or buildings with other adjacent buildings and features. and region 
seJi~mmt~mo,n based building extraction strategies are low level analysis techniques 
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poorly, particularly in uu",!".,_", 
of infonnal settlements areas. 
poor contrast and high density of buildings, as those 
approaches to the 2-D building extraction category apply the technique of 
combining image or tokens 
to the method explained above, but in 
corners and rej2~lOIIS or sej2aTIemts 
case using _"'A'~A' knowledge building 
models expected in the scene. approaches are referred to as Knowledge 
Systems (Nicolin Gabler, 1987; and Matsuyama, 1980; Nazif 
1984). Knowledge 
models using knowledge about 





Most of systems are based they use rules the comparison process. 
Knowledge IS m systems to constrain search space (Mckeown and 
Mcdennontt, 1985; Matsuyama, 1987 ). 
1:3:2:3 3-D BUILDING EXTRACTION 
building extraction involves the of llU"'l;'_'" mostly image matching 
to detennine 
and Baltsavias, 1 
'is currently a ,nuuy."",-
The 
points stereo or multi-images (Baltsavias, 
The output of stereo analyses are point positions. ....... ~ .... '" matching 
tool L ... aJ'UU,'l; a 3-D model terrain and man-rnaCle 
uiaLvu1ul; process is a Digital 
r",t.o,rr~'ti to as DSM). DSMs, r .. t,o,rr,>ti to as a ...... ,,.,.u.:u ",,,r't'~ ..... Model 
Model often 
graphical 
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used in extraction of non-terrain like buildings, trees and objects. 
V..,Jtv .... " of using which are 0""1'1"",.",1"",,"" by in feature 
a"t .. ""'t" ........ include: 
.. In-sufficient ground sarnnlinl! density to model discontinuities In-l[}e[1Wef~n buildings. 
buildings 
.. Height OlSICOllltIllllll are smoothed out. 
411 Matching errors that occur around ,-,'.U'"'''J''!''.''' due to occlusions, contrast 
surrounding tp<:Itn .. ,>" and shadow v ....... ,_",." for example from overlapping or 
irregular shadows. As a result, break .............. M boundaries are not included 
the n""" ....... 'J5 DSMs. This to the modeling (Baltsavias, Mason 
and Stallman, 1 
1 PROBLEMS IN BIDLDING EXTRACTION 
general, difficulties building ""v1· .. ,u''t1",n include negative "' ....... ,_, .... of shadows, 
low contrast between buildings and the background, poor contrast in roofs (roofs 
might with textures or substructures). 
interference other (occlusions) example, 
to of photographs the 
orocesses (Liows and Pavlidis, Huertas and Nevatia, 1988). aot:lro~lcnc~s which 
make use of shadows, in V'-",LLV'''''' "' .... "', .. u,Ju"' like those the informal settlement areas 
roofs are not flat, shapes of shadows become and consequently 
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Most V--'.""""F> building exl:ra(~bcm systems are semi-automatic. automation 
extraction been difficult to to (Firestone, 1996; Gruen and Li, 1997; 
2000, Schenk, 2000). view of that, semi-automated methods are a 
alternative especially one compares the speed and accuracy a computer 
algorithm the nt"'· ....... r'3t<ltu\n skills of a hUI1nan n .... "·r<l1""r A "'v .... - ....... v· .. u.uv system 
be defined as a system has a ".F> •• "'. ""'0"1""'''' of automated processes than 
manual processes (Gulch, 2000). LU .... ...,.......... the system must on 
u .... 'J"".Vll-.Hafi.l.H./<, coupled with quantitative arrumel:ers as H .... ',U .... 'I.L. 
STATEMENT OF PROBLEM 1 
This aims at developing a semi-automatic building extraction system that 
attempts to redress unsolved problems that limit current building extraction 
pn)grarnming optimization .. "''"'un' .... techniques the the 
It Gulch (1990) that snakes gramrnmlg optimization are 
perform well even the presence of photometrically weak boundaries, 
exrumple contrast, ~"'/"Ju"vu,,,,,,,,",U and so on. The proposed is based 
on using knowledge rund cues to /"J ..... v ........ building hypotheses orthoimages 
optimizing building by technique. As a 
study, aerial photographs at a scale of 1: focal of 1 "''''''llln,.u at a 
resolution of 15 microns and digitally acquired images using a small format crumera 
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1:4 ORGANISATION OF THE THESIS 
thesis is 
importance GIS 
chapters. Chapter One is a 0''''14,'''1''<1 introduction to the 
the sustainable management human settlements with 
emphasis on informal settlement areas. chal0ter highlights the for ' ..... ,'VU.U ... lVH III 
GIS data capture lU'-'U.L\.IUO:>. reviews briefly of automation in contemporary 
building extraction and defines problem to solved by this thesis. 
Chapter Two building extraction strategies developed to date. Without going 
into detail, the chapter highlights the advantages and of strategy, with 
the aim of ..... " ...... LJ remaining problem areas which form objectives of the 
reVIews theoretical background of the tools used in designing 
the proposed thesis. matching, dynamic 
programming, mathematical morphology region techniques are 
covered. Chapter Four is a detailed description of the proposed building modeling 
strategy with some preliminary implementations. Five with important 
implementation issues along the evaluation the proposed building 
modeling """", ......... Chapter Six of Chapter Seven is a 
terms applicability and operationalization of 
system. 
The presents conclusions, recommendations and 
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1 STUDY AREAS AND JL .... .L:.I-'LJL'OL CHARACTERISTICS 
...... "'''''''' of validating the proposed building extraction CfT~It."(]", two areas with 
differing characteristics, geographical locations data acquisition 
are in this TP"P<"'-" 
study area of research is la 1 b) in 1.'0.1, -...,,, 
salaam city in where estimation by the Dar-es-salaaam Council indicates 
that approximately 70 percent of the population live in unplanned areas (UNDP report 
one highly populated fast suburbs of 
Salaam. The area is located about northwest the city. According to the 
standards of Tanzania Ministry Lands Human Settlements Development, the 
area is an informal settle1nelnt 1"1i'>",r'Al"tp1"1'7pn by UI,;iLal,;i.l,lI,;iU houses almost uniform 
structures and l-Inl.TlLT geometric shapes. Most the buildings are made up concrete 
the is mainly corrugated sheets (refer Figure 1 b). The area is relatively 
flat with little ve~~eHmOln I"{Y\lPl~<> ... ",."cu.""""w.", of area are low-income u,,,'.-I£"'·I"'" 
in nearby industries offices; some are lTH,""'JPfI 1D u.-"''''''''Ul.lOH',U small 
businesses. data for this area are from photographs 1992 
scanned at a spatial resolution 0.2 m. 
second study area is of Marconi one the informal 
LV ... ' ... ""HL .... Cape Town in South Africa The area characterized by 
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I 
(i) Location map ofManzese area in Dar-Es Salaam 
(ii) Image ofManzese Sitel (iii) Image ofManzese Site2 
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(iii) 
Figure lb. Type of Buildings in the Manzese area. 
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AUntio 0,.., 
HAifa' /'.. . ) "'MlfHiM 
/---- ' r 
7 
/ 
(a) Location map of Marconi Beam Area in Cape Town 
(b) Image of Marconi Beam Area 
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CHAPTER 2 
A REVIEW OF TECHNIQUES FOR BUILDING EXTRACTION 
purpose this chapter is to provide a brief overview of U ..... L .• UU .• '" extraction methods 
developed to date the on which greatly influenced research. 
1 FEATURE EXTRACTION 
Although many researchers made digital analysis over the 
twenty years, it is 
as buildings, roads 
a challenging task extracting significant man-made structures 
structures from photographs or 
imagery,particularly high-density urban areas (Nicolin and Gambler, 1987; Huertas 
Nevatia, 1988; lVlC)flrunI and 1 Liow and 1990; Haala 
Hahn, 1995; and Forstner, Haala 1997; ........ ",... ..... 
1997; et 1998; 2000). Feature extraction 
started in 1980's by and Matsuyama, developed a fully automated 
based on the OV-"' .... 'L"' ... structural techniques. Thereafter, many semi-automated 
approaches mainly I.UH'.LU", extraction been proposed tested by several 
GENERIC MODEL TECHNIQUES 
building extraction aPl::'rO(:lCIH~:S found literature use crpr;,pnC' models to 
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aimed at object boundary delineation the image space. 
(1987) applied an image segmentation technique to extract buildings an aerial 
had a U.l ... .A.l.l, ... "'. number lmagery by ""''"'71'1"1 the homogeneity UwJlJ.\JJlL, a result 
of 900 building corners was I-li"""""' .... as an optimal se~pnlemaw[)n. method is eUeclLve 
when the shapes buildings are simple e.g. box shapes, and when good segmentation 
are attained. Such VV.iY.lUVl,.l", cannot be in informal L ... ",lUVJlU areas. 
This is because buildings in informal settlement areas are made up of mixed building 
a situation which limits application of the segmentation technique in 
building extractlo:n. Nicolin Gabler (1987) "",,,, ....... for the 
analysis of aerial images. Their system had four components: a knowledge base of 
domain independent processing techniques; a memory containing domain 
l'Inrll'\r1 knowledge; a term U.l"",UV.1 containing mternne(lIal:e .1 ,-""".1",, from 
analysis module and a control module responsible for invocation of various processing 
techniques. 
general, knowledge based analysis systems involve major processing 
1. involving mostly and corners detection to 
generate object primitives. 
...... HJ ... LlU .. :;. of object to derive object's primal 
3-D LUV",,,,. rerlrefsentation of objects using context 
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It can be '"'''1'''"''''' that effectiveness the based image analysis c:!,\,c:!rpT"r\C:! 
will ----.. ----J depend on quality the low level prC)Cel:lSlIlg results, from 
object models are formed and subsequently compared with models the knowledge 
uncontrolled environments such as in informal settlement images 
will usually contain ambiguities, which 1111"1.('!PT the success low 
operations. then limits application of knowledge based approaches in areas with 
building (Suetens et 1992). 
Huertas and Nevatia (1988) developed a of detecting buildings aerial UH'''''l''>''';:' 
genenc un., ... ",.«> of 
sel2:me:ms corresponding to edges the edges were then ............ ' .... 
linked to form continuous lines from the object's primal were derived. 
were used to the pre:sen(::;e buildings obtain an of 
heights. The ........... , ..... , ... "''' with this method include poor contrast buildings 
contrast are missed am)g~~tnc;'!r or resulting are fragmented; some buildings 
poor 
be 
.uu."" .... ' ... because of small as the density the buildings '.1>"''''-''''.''' .. ''''' shadows 
tend to from one building onto an()tn(~ .u.'''''''-'''5 difficult. 
Mohan and Nevatia (1989) applied a technique based on the detection of linear segments 
followed by perceptual organization which involved of fragmented low 
level descriptions meaningful object descriptions in turn are 
by higher reasoning processes. their technique, structural 
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1""''''h'r,~" was detenmrled by the generic shape of the desired objects "'AlJ"''-'L'"'''' in the scene. 
The output of system was a description of .--.. • ..-,~r>T<' The ~H-pl'tn7""n~."" of 
the amount of detail in Image. 
Liow and Pavlidis (1990) integration regIOn growmg and 
techniques in extracting buildings followed by verification shadows. 
detection 
first 
method was to shadowed boundaries. Then 
boundaries, they region growing, together with binary erosion and dilation 
techniques, to find non-shadowed boundaries, so as to obtain a complete 
description of buildings. "' ........ "",U ..... method, controlled by 
was to obtain In methods boundary 
were eliminated by applying a modification process. The product was a building 
delineation in the image space. building extraction method being proposed in this 
"'~"'A",.""h draws building contour modification from their work. 
Other systems almost at the same include the BABE system 
area building extraction) McKeown (1990), which intensity edges, 
shadow intensity and illumination direction and produces a set building hypotheses. 
and GROUPER were systems developed after system 
shadow detection, verification and grouping of building hypotheses 
by output to '"''''..,,,,, ..... , ...... building/shadow edges. 
McKeown Shufelt (1993) describe a method of outputs of different 










of ............. JlU;;:;. Extraction 
alglDnthm approach. me thoU. symbolic 
SHAVE, and GROUPER systems were resulting 
24 
the SHADE, 
an ~U"'.L ... a." ....... 2-D building 
rate. In efforts to alleviate some of the problems of monocular image analysis 
segmentation agtne:ntea edges and so on, intervention in 
of semi-automatic prc.ce~;Sl!lLg became ne4:::essalV 
object reconstruction .",,,,uue,\.! 
this led to the 
2:3 SEMI-AUTOMATIC TECHNIQUES 
techniques the early 90's after Kass et 
defonnable models or snakes. 
extraction 1990a and 
principle, the snakes approach operator 
to be extracted, precise object boundary 
automatically by relaxation optimization 
compromise and external forces 
§ 3:2 for energy 
used in the in digital 
3:3 a detailed description snakes method}. 
(1988) introduced 
were used in interactive 
et ai, 1990). 
seed points a 
IS 
The solution is an 
on the active contour 
The snakes 
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3D BUILDING MODELING 
2D BOUNDARY DETECTION 
AND DELINEATION 
SEMANTIC SCENE SEGMENTATION 
1980 1987 1988 1992 1993 
TIME FRAME 
... ·ii, ••••• ~ 3. techniques over 




It Use multiple cues 
-.lJU~'''''' Surface Models 
-Color attributes 
-3-D edged/comers 
-A priori knowledge 
from maps and GIS. 
2000 
semi automated 3-D building reconstruction (Haala and Hahn, 1995; Haala and 
1997; and ... , ..... ",."'." .... 1995; Paparoditis et aI, 1998; Henricsson and ....... J"" .. 
enncsson. 1998). .Ke~se:arch on shadow analysis as the main cue for inferring 
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by 3-D infonnation such as _.,..., .. _. Cll1""t<lr'p. .... v"""'''''.''', 3-D and comer extraction 
multiple overlapping 3). 
general, the vu.",u;:;"v in the of building Av!, .. ",-h".rI .... '''' • .Lun .. been towards: 
use oblique VIews 
• Multi-image approaches 
• Multi-cue algorithms 
• of various infonnation sources 
• Digital Models detection and reconstruction 
U,VUVLLU;:;" by into 
• Use a priori knowledge from maps and and 
• Semi-automated reconstruction techniques 2000). 
cnange of extrac:tton te~cru1l(ll is attributed to 
and the recent growing demand for 3-D models for application urban planning, 
architecture, telecommunication and environmental The automation of 
generation effectively attracted 3-D reconstruction initiatives. use 
of in building IS by fact it provides a 
scene as derived from 
scanner Building developed DSMs Hi"''''''''''''' 
system by Weidner and Forstner 
"nTl"",",," models (DSM) 
which involved extracting 3-D building 
constraints on building models. 
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refmed by means of local adaptive regularization techniques. This ...... r'l''''.~'' resulted 
a graph surface z = f(x, Building detection was fact 
are higher topographic which was 
mathematical morphology the 
Ue})enluulg on their complexity. For 
Buildings were subsequently reconstructed 
building reconstruction, parametric U"' .• u-",,", 
were used for ", .... co""y buildings, that those having either flat or symmetric ,:uVI"'''''''' 
roofs while for complex or connected "'~""'UA'M"" prismatic models were 
n~\nA,,~ninthisres:eru~h building experience 
from Weidner and Forstner's (1 work, as most buildings the study areas are 
single roofed and either symmetric or 
l1li The AMOBE project the Zurich Baltsavias, Mason and Stallman (1997), 
aimed at the "',",iUJ.-""".vuU"J''''' 3-D rec:on:smlCtl 
images. data set used in the AMOBE project consisted of four vertical color 
aerial images having a ground resolution of about 10 cm with a precisely known 
sensor vu'"'n ..... uvH. DSM at a grid "'1J<l',",J.J.J'~ between cm was "",,.,,"' ... "'T"''' 
standard image matching algorithm. Elevation blob detection was performed 
on the the were combined with color image information in to 
extract building hypotheses. Subsequent feature extraction processes involved 
detection, aggregation or grouping and computation photometric of 
edges. The proposed building extraction method draws of 
vU''' ...... HF; detection the AMOBE n ... A""'t"'T 
l1li The system developed at the University of Massachusetts, Collins et al 
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buildings. data sets used ASCENDER system consisted of multiple high 
resolution aerial images with known exterior orientation. The results were 
obtained with one and oblique 
of images were as well. 
monocular detection of buildings by 
grouping. False uv~v..,t.1UH or 
W, and S 
in the system was the 
detection, comer eXl:racmcm and 
are corrected through "lU.Hl-UU<:!."''''' 
Detected roof vertices are sought in an ilH' .... ""~":J and a 
representation of the scene is built up. 
frame 
II system by Roux Mckeown (1994) which involved the of 3-D 
roof of buildings by the of multiple view 
analyses. basis the "V""PTTI was detection 3-D comers two 
extraction of polygonal surfaces from comer and in a relational 
graph. 
system, 
the use geometric 1"1"\"""","'1 in the 
3-D accuracy of additional images 
added new buildings not detected 
efficient when various viewpoints (nadir 
system was reported to be 
oblique) were 
system developed by Henricsson and Baltsavias (1997) aimed at 
automatic reconstruction 3-D roof structure a general class 
high 'H...,'UV accuracy from multiple resolution overlapping color aerial ",., .. """''''. 
system was a collection of independent modules a specific 
feature extraction though, transfer of data infonnation between modules was 
possible. mam nrClcel;SlflQ of system were filtering; 
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relations similarity processmg stereo matching~ coplanar 
j::;.L""UIJJIUj::;. and assembly of eD(~lm;un~s and planes to buildings 
1n1",>or'l,~1"1".", ... ,>on"""",," 2-D pf()Ce:SS1ng to resolve ambiguities. algorithms, 
however, were not capable automatic extraction complex scenes like 
of populated urban regions to problems with 
connection of buildings, shadows from 
occlusions. 
and other buildings and objects 
• The "'"",,"" ..... by Mason and Baltsavias (1997); Li, .lU."''''vu and Ruther (1997), seml-
automatic which cues as contours, shadows 
and DSM were fused for shack detection and delineation. their system, interactive 
u .... "' .... ,~. support was provided during the PY,'rCl,'T1 process to assist automated 
procedure cases complicated cues were .lHQ.' .... \A,f 
up • .., ..... u"' ..... blobs, which .., .... u •• ..,'"' coarse ..... ...,., .... ., .... 'VH of individual 
shacks~ and is adequate for many applications. The proposed method this rpC:'p~l·('h 
draws and (1997) with aIm 
making a further towards precise informal buildings delineation. 
Multispectral classification another strategy for man-made object extraction. 
The potential multispectral classification in supporting man-made extraction in ~ ...... _. 
imagery is well rec;ogmzea. However, todate it has found limited due to: 
• The of spectral confusion between classes particularly in high resolution 
effect is critical in areas and it is worse informal "'''''''''''.U,",.lU 
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which • .a ....... "'" it spectrally similar to most building materials, thus their 
difficult (Mason 1995). 
II The malxitnUltll likelihood UHJ'''''''J.., basis classification, is 
on assumption that object's reflectance characteristics the 
Gaussian normal distribution curve. assumption is not always and may 
to un,,",","" ...,uo,,,,,"',, . 
II • ...,..., •. ll1..<'-I ... '" does not use as "'VUL.l<U relatliDm.hllJS 
and objects context knowledge. Thus, image. classification methods result in 
characterization of .... LeO"."'''''''., rather object identification and description 
are the core of standard mtcerp:retJ;ltlon techniques ueme:ue and 
1990). 
Mason and (1995) attempted to use ClaSS[[1C(UlCIU to 
shack hypotheses, and found approach to be un:acc:el,,[aO 
....... uv'w.. of alarm rates with shacks being partially ... "",,,"' .... ,., .... as 
increased 
ground. 
Though multispectral classification finds many applications in land se/QfCmnld cover 
delineation is asS:CS~iIIU~nt, it is not for accurate 
important. 
Most of methods building extraction developed to date are yet to realized 
operational commercial production lines on Digital Photogrammetric Workstations 
(referred to as DPW). This is because the performance existing still 
for a production However, acceptable 
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include automated feature extraction LUV'U .... ',"'..,. On DPW, 
tools automated tealtm'e o'"T't",<",., The most robust tool is in the 
current version of SOCET which enables the operator to place measunng 
near comers of ........... uF".., and tool finds the precise comers and 
"'VLJlUJ ..... "'''' the building (Walker, 1997). More rp<:!~>"'r,.. is therefore needed the 
tools for automated 1"",>1'" .. " ext.rac:t!on. According to GUlch (2000) 
any development of new automated tools should attempt to the 
.. They must contain an acceptable degree of automation. 
should be applicable to world to of practical use. 
.. They must based mainly on the use of with possible integration of 
digital ""11' •• +<,,-' .... models. 
The method proposed this study addresses all above requirements, at least partially. 
SUMMARY 
The overview above shows that methods V ... JlL .... J, .. 1S extraction and detection based 
prCICel:lSlIlg on gray-valued u.u"",,,,,._,, of ",n""''''TC' 
object models was to construct buildings 
but to and their 2-D the Most the 
approaches relied on simple assumptions the fact that buildings are ch(!ral:tel:1Z~)d 
significant geometric regUlarity rectangularity of building rectilinear and 
so on. even the assmnption of simple object mooelS. analysis of 
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general, weaknesses of the methods reviewed are poor contrast, and the 
system to complexity of buildings. It is the objective of proposed 
alleviate these by the approach the 
The snakes approach incorporates the object's 
Vv ..... .,., ... "" and replaces the pixel based methods by global 
programming optimization 
COIlteJ{tu:al knowledge into 
considerations. The snakes u~",,,uV'u. 
interpretation processes thereby 
points (GUlch, 1990a and 1990b). 
a link between low and level image 
nprn,p,>" photometrically 
In that a ",.,.",,"p,,,,<, of creating it can be 
sketches ,,"VfT_"pl", important building extraction. This is due to 
the that low level .. "' .... ,""-'" cannot be expected to derive all 
parts to the of poor contrast and Multiple are a 
pre-requisite for many algorithms with information being of ncreasmg lrnT' .... n 
(Henricsson and 1997). Most .... u''''"u15 extraction developed todate 
are consequently the in slightly scene 
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CHAPTER 3 
THEORETICAL BACKGROUND 
Ulscus:ses the theoretical basis of tools m proposed building 
The theory and of digital surface model generation by 
matching and airborne laser active contour models (snake), dynamic 
programming, region growing, edge detection and gray scale morphological filtering will 
be covered. 
3:1 DIGITAL SURFACE MODELS 
digital surface UJ\.'\.I."1" are as cues the generation of building this 
hypotheses. are two LecnmlU of automatic model generation: 
...... ,.,"U11"> and airborne laser """,lUll.HO_ The digital "" .. , ........ '" models in this 
matching res,eru~cn are 01'>."", .... <1,1'1'>£1 the image matching '''''''lllU,,,! Principles 
and SC<:llIlIlmg are briefly in the 
3:1:1 IMAGE MATCHING TECHNIQUE 
UU''''F.''' matching is a of locating corresponding or conjugate points interest in 
stereo for purpose three dimensional point determination in object space. 
Image matching techniques fall under three main categories, namely, area, feature and 
relational or structural based matching as shown in Figure 4. based matching 
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their values. correlation and least correlations are common ..... " ...... ,''1'" 
area based matching. 
image features. 
based UiUL""UllLE:, aeteml1n(~s cOJrrefmomdem;e between 
most cases "''''''' .. '''"'''' based techniques extracted features as opposed to other 
such as and ~U'HUL""A objects. The implementation feature 
matching involves Moravec, and 
operators are commonly "IJIJU,"'" In of interest IJV,LU.,." which are 
subsequently used in matching, by comparing attributes overlapping images. 
and GUlch, 1987, Canny, 1983, 1986). Relational matching uses the 
relations between features in features. In relational based U"""'luU,F;, 
corresponding image structures can recognized automatically apriori 
RUther, 1995). information LJQ.HaI.U and Brown, 1992 Wang, 1998, der Merwe 
The does not cover I,,",U;<tl'-"l1<1.< based maltctlln:g, so no elaboration is 
digital ,nn·t'""·",, models as now operational on 
workstations is usually through integration of !.v"ctLU,v 











I Image Matching 
'" 1 Signal Based Feature Based Relational 
Matching (SBM) Matching (FBM) Matching (RM) 
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Figure 4. Image matching ~:ttegories (After Msemakweli, 1999). 
Area based matching can done either Image or object space 
(Msemakweli, 1999). The most common is working Image 
computing space ,",V'JAy-nA""",,, a 
priori knowledge patch nnC!1tir,n images is usually employed to 
reduce the search Epipolar ;;V'-'UL'Oo.'" IS normally applied for this purpose 
(Baltsavias, 1 ;Wong, 1 Smith, 1997). epipolar is defined as a of 
intersection h",h,u", ... "" the image plane and plane passing Ull\..'U.",. the 
perspective centres two >Au ... , .... "".., as shown in Figure 5. This also f'nt1ltllU'IC the 
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3:1:1 MATHEMATICAL MODELS AND PRINCIPLES 
basic mathematical models of area based matching are cross correlation and least 
matching. Object coordinates of mtlere:st are by 
intersection using collinearity condition equations, relate Image points to 
corresponding object points in a perspective geometry (refer Equations 3:1). point 
'a' in an image, collinearity condition """,'V"'" are defined as: 
x = dx+ a 
(3:1) 
Yo = -dy+ 
Xa, Ya - are image coordinates a point of interest 'a'. 
and c are principal point coordinates and principal distance .. """ ... "",'1"n""" 
- are and other distortions. 
XA,Y A, - are object coordinates of a ground A 
Zc - are perspective centre coordinates 















interior and "'vi'''' .... ,,, .. 
are overlapping 




are enough control points to allow for the accurate 
computation absolute orientation 
(0, K <p, , are rotational aul';J. .... " 
arrumet:ers which are (0, <p, K, Xc, Y c, and Zc. 
space X,Y,Z axes respectively and Xc, 
are """"'''''''''',,1', center Area matching starts the 
extraction of points one the input UH ..... F.'-.' called the .. "'t ...... "." 






target images to search for interest points target HIl."J; .... ". 
CROSS CORRELATION MATCHING 




6). IJV"'UJ.'JH'" are computed using collinearity and coplanarity 
condition equations. In most cases the window will not match shape with 
reference may attributed to the following factors: 
• one:malClOn of .. nu,,,,,,,,,., with res;pec~t to reti~relt1Ce 
• The A£_£,..,4£' of the surface elements HH."J;:. ... '\,.l within the rel~~relt1Ce window 
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To model factors other unknown camera eOlnerrv the search 
window needs to reshaped pnor the matching nrn, .... pc This is done 
by first transfonning reference window, using collinearity condition equations, 
the and to the pixel coordinate system of the .. " ...... VL< window, and secondly 
computation of transfonnation 3:2). This is 
followed by bilinear interpolation to detennine gray values of a transfonned r",t;",,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, 
"""U,,"\'UI (Smit, 1 
x ao + 
y = bo + b]xo + yO 
Where: 
ao to az and to bz - affine unknown shaping parameters. 
X
O - original unshaped pixel po:smon:s. 
x, y - pixel 
After computation of affine shaping each 
corresponding pixel the image is detennined as 
(3:2) 
III """"""VLLV,", window a 
as its value. The 
correlation coefficient n .... 'uI.· .. n rpt."rp11f'P and the transJtorme:d search window is 













and - are scale on TPt'''TPlnf'P search windows respectively. 
- are mean gray values for TPt,"'TPlnf'P and windows respectively. 
NC- LHUIU .. \.,\J. cross correlation coefficient. 
In the search window moves to position along epipolar 
line. A search window with maximum normalized cross correlation coefficient value is 
chosen as matching window. Disadvantages of cross correlation matching 
J.u'"'u. .... "'''' its .1"<>1"",,1"1 to only two images and poor accuracy because it is on 
level matching without consideration of F'o", ... ,un.,u However, it is used to provide 
unr'Tn'rTl as explained in the following provisional values 
section. 
squares matching 
3:1:1:1:2 LEAST SQUARES MATCHING (MPGC) 
This is Multi Photo Geometrically Constrained (referred to as MPGC) 
matching. It is rigorous and thus capable point ~V"'HH .. '" accuracy and reliability 
the conventional cross correlation matching. The approach allows the 
exploitation of any a priori known geometric information to constrain solution and the 
...... "'"'''' technique of use than two uU''''F'o'''''' The ant)rOllCh IS a I'111'''''''1"'otl a 
area matching. The malhf'm~ltlcal the MPGC ant)rollch are 
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are formulated to "'VJtbH,',. of two parts, the equations express level 
matching and the equations that ""y""""",., the geometric that must fulfilled . 
two parts are 
unknown oar'ameteJrs 
Otherwise the two 
to each forming a joint of equations through the 
or through a that both set 
are independent each other 
not UUj''''''''l!'''''' the matching. Functional models for 
the geometric information 
level matching and for 
Images are formulated developed by 
Baltsavias, (1991) and Smit, leading to the squares solution of joint 
system being ""y ........ " as: 
t) (3:4) 
Where: 
as obtained hn~'l'I1"17l'1tU\n of gray 
P Weight COt;lIw::neIlt matrix.of lIm~anzed gray level nn!<Pr'lJ'lln equations, 
Weight "'vo.;;.J.J.!~,l"'H matrix 
B -Design as obtained 
L -Gray level 
UAV .... U""' .... collinearity condition equations, 
linearization of collinearity condition equations, 
vector 
t - Collinearity condition equations observation 
the 
corresponding points 
unknowns are shift parameters 
...... '.lVll", 3:4) a .,nUl .......... '"'" .... ., solution 
conjugate reference UllU,F'.'''' is provided, 
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coordinates of the 1'1t"","",,,1' points. The final solution is iteratively per mtlere:st 
point in which values for the (Le. six 
orientation IJ""UJ.'~''''''''' image and object are required as 
parameter are terminated _."' .. ""'"",, of the solution vector 
falls below a user U,",A.'"''"''''' rureSJ1011G. 
zl 
1st photo 
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3:1 SURFACE MODELS AUTOMATED IMAGE 
MATCHING 
When >'t'iT,"'''''''''' points are extracted overlap area of the T'ptiOT'""n .... ", image, followed 
by the detection conjugate m target and the computation 
object space 
describing 
"V'JH"'.uU,''''';> by space intersection, the result IS a random point cloud 
1997). 
interpolation or a 
interest most cases 
(Forstner and Gulch; 1987; Canny, 1986; Moravec, I 
grid model is subsequently obtained by 
Irregular Network may be The of 
to be particularly areas of contrast. 
data thinning by either " ...... o • .uo the interest point definition threshold values or 
by local non-maxima suppression techniques to representative point of 
area. points normally detect non-terrain points, 
because 
example, 
this the resulting model covers the tops man-made objects for 
top objects as trees bushes as as 
points. 
Image matcnmg process as outlined § 3: 1 : 1 : 1 is currently 
module on most digital photogrammetric workstations. Surface produced 
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they have to undergo interactive editing quality control processes I:>elore being 
put into any application. The surface model for the study area research was 
generated the VirtuoZo software based 
The model second study area was by an 
matching software in-house developed at Department of Geomatics the University 
Cape Town (Van der Vlugt RUther, 1 1997). 
3:1 AIRBORNE LASER SCANNING TECHNIQUE 
generated borne scanning. rnrlo ..... "" laser 
scanDllng generates models a high and homogeneous quality that are for 
3-D object reconstruction (Haala and 1999; and 2000). 
component the is a laser sensor on board an which direct 
distance measurements a point in aircraft to topographical terrain surface 
runtime measurement of emitted and reflected pulses. object coordinates 
of tPM',;un points are then detlenrnne:d by the polar fixation technique similar to the 
Tacheometric data .... "' ..... 'U' .. systems in conventional land The 
product is a Usually the beam is perpendicular to the 
wise of the 1-"" ... ""'1"\ surface '-AA~'_~_ and 
Brenner, 1 1997). Additional sensors and provide the 
and of the sensor system during range measurements. Such 
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inertial navigation system orientation and positioning 2000; Morgan and 
",.utJu. 2000). 
scanning is capable of positioning terrain points with an accuracy limit 0.3 m 
0.2 m height (Maas, 1999). Laser crU<:!TpTl'l<:! provide random point 
measurements along strips 
image matching process, 
are usually processed to obtain a regular raster. in 
result an unqualified surface description, 
that is the of results subsequent 
considerable computational efforts their application III extraction 
..... ","" .... '.v .. (Haala 1999; 1997). 
Due to independence of image 
HH.I,....,X" of quality relative to those "" ... 1r""",:>rI 
to geometric accuracy, airborne 
"'-''''''-llAJlHlS systems produce surface 
Due 
models are more applicable in 
tp<li'nrp extraction processes .. U ... lS",-llJCa .... 'uu1lS based models which are used 
only supporting l.'-''''LUl,", extraction processes, example in coarse detection of 
buildings as done this ..... .,' .. ,.,."" (Haala and With regard to feasibility, 
.:>UlJ. .. "','" models on llXaL,-,u.u.llS are relatively those 
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3:2 DYNAMIC PROGRAMMING OPTIMIZATION TECHNIQUE 
1 CONTEXT 
In this research 
contours from 
dynamic technique is 
apl)rOXunate ones. Dynamic 
optimization problems. Optimization means .0."""'''''0 
alternatives. Optimization application 
to find optimal building 
is a method for 
solution .... ".J'vuF. ''''",,,,r-:l 
many of 
industry, economy and others. Many methods of optimization exist, ranging 
exhaustive search to Lagrangian variational calculus (Cooper Steinberg, 1970). 
Normally, the characteristics of a function to be optimized influence choice of the 
method. 
Dynamic programming can be used to a wide problems. Optimization 
problems solvable the dynam c programming technique are those which 
variables (not In functional not 1nt~ ...... " (Ballard 
Brown, 1992). It IS a solution strategy optimizing which involves 
eqllennal decision HL""UHO' v~,uu"u solution technique is obtained through a 
recursive se::rrcltllng oroc,ess. A problem solvable by pf()gramtnllng must 
convertible into of which can respective 
These sub-problems are solved sequentially in such a from individual optimal 
solutions of each sub-problem a general optimal solution of the main problem is achieved 
(Cooper Steinberg, 1970). Dynamic programming is applied to each sub-problem to 
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solution of sub-problems to solved to HU"'LlU.15 the in order to 
cOln04Dse solutions of sub-problems to the global solution. 
explain OVIlatnlC programmmg, example of ~_. __ .',.., an optimal 
... ",rnJ",,>n two given adapted from Baltsavias (1991) will used. Assume it is 
required to find an optimal between two points and B as shown 7a 
are possible paths between two points and path a cost or 
a benefit 
points 
the number possible paths, the way between the two 
called oeClSlcm stages) and Let 
be 
freedom). 
different UV~'''''V'''''' stations 
Figure 7a • .I..!""''''''"''I-''''''' 
Stations at each mland m 
two points. example Figure 
ml3 and, at m2 nodes are m21, 
two without any node 
m12-m21 so on) let with 
Mi i = 1,..... (referred to as degrees 
B 
nodes in-between two points. 
7a) nodes of possible paths 
nodes are mIl, ,m12 and 
m22 m23. the paths any 
called a (e.g. A-mIl or 
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m21-B so on) be called partial let the optimal finding nrc,ce~;s be 
out sequentially one stage to other. At each stage, a decision needs to 
made to an optimal path from first point ' A to that Each primitive 
path has a cost (or benefit) the cost of the partial the cost out of 
sum costs all its primitive cost or benefit a primitive path is 
evaluated through a cost or benefit function. Inputs into cost function are the path's 
or attributes (also pn'~r<T" values or 
optimal path selected on the basis the minimum total cost (or maximum benefit). 
For a case ofM and N stations at each are a total of M*N nodes and at 
each these the minimum cost from the A to the node to 
the process of computing cost be out sequentially through all the 
Let 
l1li C{(ll1(k,I), m(ij»}be cost of primitive path between nodes m{k,l) m(ij) 
l1li C(m(k,l) the minimum cost of the partial path first point to node m(k,l). 
Then, the mlmI1nUlTI cost at node m(k,l) will gIven as: 
C(m(k,I» MiUCij) [c{(m(k,l)),( + C(m(ij»] (3:3a) 
Where 1:::; i:::; l:::;j :::; 1; < k+l and C(ll1(A» O. 
Equation 3:3a presents the basic principle of the dynamic programming op1tlmllZ:3ltlO>ll 
process. Equation at each node m(k,l), (m(iJ» has a minimum cost 
partial path C(ll(k,l» is recorded. at the 
connects these reCOr(l00 nodes is the optimal path 
explained later in § 5 
that sequentially 











above example can fonnulated to the problem 
HUg,!::."'''' by defining optimal object contour as being the one which best satisfies 
characteristics an object to This means fonnulating the 
function on the object basic .",u",,,,,.., of an object can 
be established using object's generic mathematical model. cost function can 
deduced from the ... "".,"" ... ,.-. object mathematical model. object H"",."n"uu ..... """" 
... v .... v. may be as fonnalized about properties and ""vO'o ..... ", 
instances verbally or or mathematical 
thus describe 
relations. 
manifestation of objects, their possible attributes and 
ex'lmt)le. consider a of establishing given points 
an A generic ,uU.',UU.'HUJ,UV'I.U model to 
this condition verbally be pv." ... """,,,, .. r1 as: 
"Included angle between any three points (PI, P2, P3) 
Mathematically it can be expressed as: 
to be approximately 6(/1 
(Bearing p2p3 
" 
The mathematical model is \.4u.:&U,I,''''''' as being uP" ..... ,£, because it 
satisfy 
angles 
conditions but it generalizes. in the 
not absolutely 
case included 
57° to 60° are treated as the mathematical model. 
From the programming example of path finding, as v""lfPu ....... ',.,. above. it 
can be ... ""' ...... ,,"' ... that characteristics of the dynamic programming VY'UUJU"",, ... \,,'" technique 
include: 
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• the influence of sub-problems solutions on the to be sub-problems in 
the 
easy imposition of relational constraints on the solution For possibility 
ex~unt)le. in the " ... ·t .. .,.. • ., path A~"~~"'''''' problem ge()m,etntC /'>, ....... "1-... .,, can be I nil""" .... 
on the shape of the optimal path, 
computational complexity when the munber of nodes at decision and 
number sub-problems (or decision 
• the existence a generic mathematical 
and 
from the cost or OJ""'''''"'' of 
ditterent alternatives can be computed, 
It must be noted the "'''''h.....,.'' path finding example that 
PTl,a ... "" values at all nodes known or computed. 
to the optimization 
at a node 
defined as a which or nr(mertv of a condition, 
For example, in the IJULU<U path hnrlu'.o problem, at can be COltnPuted on 
the basis a local {'1"11t", ... ,,,,n say with to bearings from the first point. Apart 
can be used as well, values are m cost criteria, more global 
H,U.''''Uvu to select an v.uu<u path or .::JV'LAUVH, A cost function generic 
mathematical model and can be a combination of 
own weight. 
energy each 
concept energy at a point may be explained by following Let 
1 and 3 Figure fixed point 2 be to move to positions 1, 2:2, 
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select one position which optimally satisfies collinearity condition between points 1, 
2 and 3. computing included at all at 
it as an energy value, it is possible to select optimal positions for point 2. It can be seen 
from 
position 
7b that position 2:0 will have '~h'.¥' energy value by 
than rest of point These two positions (Le. 
2:0 and 2:2) will thus selected as being optimal positions point 2 under 
stipulated collinearity constraint. 
2:1 
----~3 
(Figure approximately to 
7b. The COflCeJ)1 of ","", .. cn.T at a (positions 2:0 followed 
relatively more energy than '3 and with "D(,"D,(>7 to 
condition between points 1,2 and 3) 
<uu<"s the optimal position an object in an IS a example of a dynamic 
programming problem computer vision. Dynamic prc)grlm:Ilmirlg In analysis is 
applicable only if the cost function can be ""vt",r",,,,,,,,£1 terms of relationships among 
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tumour aelme;anCln in radiographs (Ballard and Brown, 1992). In this case knowledge 




VV • .uiU ....... J of a tumour is was used to .. ""Tn,...", the search 
programming technique has applied in 
road ",vT't"<I("1-, and partial shape recognition in 
aI, 1988). by dynamic 
be ........ "'.~AJ. as variational """' •. " ........ '" problems as 
variational calculus hamper application 
problem. 
applications like in semi-automatic 
(Gruen and Li, 1997; Gorman et 
limitations are explained by Amini et al (1990) as weaknesses in 
nauons of 
These 
<lr~nTP,p1rla a global 
optimal numerical non-convergence problems enforcement of 
hard on the Optimization programrnnng IS by 
Amini et al (1990) as being a ... "' ..... .uv .• '" solution 'All.LtV"'" to variational calculus in image 
analysis problems. Dynamic programming ensures optimality case optimal 
is ..... 'LVHF. the sDe:cte:Q or visited it is stable. In 
"' ....... "' ...... constraints can be on the solution addition, 
Dreyfus, 1 Contrary to variational calculus techniques, which continuous 
and mathematical models, programming can applied to a 
of models. Many variational problems computer 
are h"' ... "' .... th, discrete ""1""''''1.1.''15 ideal 
3:2:2 MATHEMATICAL MODELS 
IS § 1 to solve the specific 
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programming to solve problems. Dynamic 
programming, as already illustrated in optimal path HU""U5 examole § 3:2:1, it is a 
the oplt1mllz2LtlGln of functions, ~H"U'~'O- optimization process that 
which are a combination sub-functions that are defined by interdependent 
stn:ltell:V of the dynamic paradigm is that a ... j3T'j3r ..... variables. The 
mathematical model must all variables of the problem which 
a function, which reduces the search programmmg 
optimization is .... " ..... "',(1 out on 
is derived. 
basis of uuuU"5 a solution, .. UJUU1"""J" the cost 
example to optimize function 'h' (Equation 3:3b) which is defined as a 
function of sub-functions hI, h2 and which in tum are functions of variables Xl, Xl, X3 
andx4 
h(.) = ~(XI 
(3:3b) 
Where variables XI, X3 and X4 can take up more one value degrees of rreeu()m 
variables. The 5V"""''''' proc:edlLlre is as follows: 
L Find all values of Xl that optimize function hi (using a as may be stipulated 
m cost function the problem) as well as C01Te~;pon(lllnj;!; X2 values an ordered 
set. them in the of a also referred to as a position matrix, 
which indicates pair CO()rdlma1te values and corresponding .on,,, ... ,,,,, values. 
(Note L .... '"V .. 'V .. ., h2 and are not functions of Xl 
so need not be ",V",,, .. ' ... ,,,,, at computational 














above example to a problem 
is obtained: 







solution Xi which optimizes h(XJ,X2,X3 ..... X,J IS by back tracking 
v"" ........... matrices established at each Back tracking 
optimization stage's backwards to the first 
position matrix as illustrated in § 
;orrlputatllonal ,.,1·tnT't", of dynamic prc'gr~mumrlg ol::>t1:rmz,atloln '''''''' ....... '''' as noted by 
(1990) n{"rf'~~p the order 
n - sub-problems or stages of the 
m - of freedom or directions at each point 
each Xi variable in Equation 3:7 30 
COllTIputattlOill of/n-dx,J, 30 possible combinations of Xn 
freedom then for any 
X n+] must be computed i.e. 
sub-problems will be resultant computational effort for n UUJUU' .. J 
It should be noted that 
approach 
The 
COInpl11ta1tlOIlS of all· possible combinations of 
prclgntmImrlg IS more effective than exhaustive emllm.eraltlo!n 
the exhaustive 
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As noted in § 3:2:1, fonnulation of feature extraction problems in image analysis by 
the dynamic programming paradigm requires the definition of a generic mathematical 
model, which relates variables that express the manifestation of a feature in the 
image. These variables are radiometric and geometric variables because objects in 
image space are manifested by their geometric and radiometric characteristics. The 
difficulty in the application of the dynamic programming paradigm is the 
detennination ofa generic mathematical model and in some problems the fonn of this 
model may be entirely unknown. The adopted generic building mathematical model 
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3:3 ACTIVE CONTOUR MODELS (SNAKES) FORMALISM 
In this research, active contour models are used to express approximate building 
contour positions as being non fixed; that is they can change from one position to 
another. Solving variational problems in image analysis by dynamic optimization 
leads to the concept of active contour models. In the optimization process, an edge 
for example can change from one position to another when different geometric and 
radiometric constraints are imposed on it. This phenomenon of changing positions 
when extended to more than one connected edge leads to the concept of snakes or 
defonnable snakes or active cont,Our models (tenns used synonymously). A snake 
may also be described as an elastic curve, defined by its nodes and corresponding 
connecting lines (see Figure 7c). In Figure 7c two types of snakes are shown, the 
general snake (Figure 7c(a» and rectangular constrained snake (Figure 7c(b». In 
rectangular constrained snakes, nodes can change position but in such a way that they 
will always satisfy the constraint. General snakes have been used in semi automatic 
feature extraction in many applications (Gulch, 1990a, and 1990b; Gruen and Li, 
1997; Amini et al,1990). The main strategy of the snake's fonnalism in feature 
extraction is working from the approximate contour position of a feature (which can 
change positions) and finding the best contour position by dynamic programming 
optimization. It must be noted that only nodes of the snake are free to move (have 
degrees of freedom) thereby allowing the snake to slither. By imposition of 
geometric and radiometric constraints on the movement of the snake, it is possible to 











The final position of IS one optimally meets the 
characteristics as stipulated in the OP?'P1"1tl' mathematical model. Active contour 
models offer a link between high low interpretation processes with 
the easy possibility of introducing some of automation (GUlch, 1990a, 
1990b; Amini et al,1990). In an object in a digital image by the "' ...... ,,"'''' 
approach, the snake to points of various attributes 





. ... ~ .... / ...... ~.~ ..•. ~ ................................................ .. ................... . 
...•..... ..•..•.....•.. . ............ . 
Nodel Nade3 Sniie 
Snake 
(b) ____ ., .. _ .. _, constrained snake (not applied in 
7c. Examples of 2-D snakes. 
Naden 
• (a) General Snake indicate the degrees of freedom or directions the node can move to) 
• (b) Rectangular constrained Snake (Nodes can move to indicated directions BUT should always 











its or aPlJroxunat:e position ., ... ,. .... j'" to .......... """'.'" an object the 
lmage The approximate position of a can 
automatically or manually by a human operator interactively .. ,",JHHJlU8 
needs to be as as possible to the to be "'vt ... .:ll .... 'l''''rI (Gruen 
and Li, 1997). In this research, general snakes are used the ... ...,'eU1\,au,uu of 
buildings. Approximate building contour positions are obtained automatically 
the constrained by Region 
out elevation blobs centre points. Optimal 
"",,",Jl<U""'<J'VU IS achieved by approximate contour position optimization the 
dynamic programming (GUlch, 1990b). 
The behavior of a image is controlled by internal and external 
snake is sum all 
acting on This depends on where snake is placed and how shape changes 
locally in (refer § 3 1 definition of energy). IS ",""",,,.,." art to 
mtlere:st by optimizing minimizing or maximizing the snake's 
the IJUJLAU'''''''<JlVH nrr ..... "",,.,, the is ael0rnl1ea to find an optimal 
that are ImDOf;ea on it and 
forces. acting on a snake are radiometric or related (external) 
and object geometrical forces (internal). Internal forces offer the possibility of 
introducing """,;.u ..... u constraints on the shape of 
attract the to the i-",,,'t,, .. ,>c· of 
corner points, to strong magnitUde 
snake, whereas external 
e.g. to brighter pixels, to 











Along-side feature extraction, Pavlidis 
(1990), approached contour optimization by the application 
function. Apart energy values, their am:)ro'lcn IS <UU;UV1',V to 
the snakes approach. function applied took into C0I1SUlen:mCln c(mu'ast 
smoothness ( curvature) to mU1IllJlIZe artifacts resulting from region 
edge detection was ","v ....... ","" as: 
1 
= (X(ti),y(ti)) is a contour image point, 
IV/(w(t; IS gradient at point w(tJ, 
K(w(tJ) - w(tJ, 
tjJ' - First phase part of the image F,L .... '.UV.LU at 
r and oc - are a 
by Pavlidis and Liow (1990) is 
antHlC;anCln of this approach in building extraction ne(~es:Sltaltes mOlQIIICa1[l0I1S of 
the function so as to take into consideration properties like 
building comers, and so on. 
prograntming techniques are to extract 
buildings setUelneltlt settings. A standard C IS developed and 
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3:4 GRAY SCALE MATHEMATICAL MORPHOLOGICAL 
FILTERING. 












values. Mathematical .... 1\.)'.V.1V.'U.o:,.,,"'1 
preserving essential characteristics and 
Image mathematical morphology 
The shape an object a digital can easily 
A image a processed scale 
1 constitute object background or 
vice versa. Binary are to gray the extraction of object 
because they can manipulated easily. Thus mathematical morphology 
operations in analysis are commonly applied to binary HUU;;"",,,, and they are 
to as binary mathematical mc>rpll01,oglCal 
morphology nrtl"1"-:lh are to remove object 
main operations are binary dilation and erosion. 
operations. Binary 
artifacts image The 
Binary dilation is used to small and narrow in objects or expand image 
objects, whereas erosion shrinks the objects. Binary and \.il\J'''' • ...,'u 
are defined Gorte (1999) as 
synonymously) in 
structuring 
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not a convolution. The following predicates are the of this 
definition: 
• Binary dilation - all "''''~''F.'U''''''''' pixels (with 
element) 0 
the sub-image is assigned 
(one). 
In 
value of 0 
• Binary - If all designated pixels 
value 1 (one) in structuring 
the value 
THEN the central pixel 
~~"5Ll",~the ofl 
element) corresponds to 1 (one) in the resulting sub-image central pixel 
the sub-image is assigned the value of 1 (one) it is assigned the of 0 
design of structuring elelmel1t is AU ....... ".',.."" .. '"'"". morphology operations 
as it greatly affects results. opemng operations are derivatives 
binary dilation and erosion, 
operation it leads to closing and 
that when a dilation operation is followed by an erosion 
reverse leads to opening Figure 7d). 
(a) 3 by 3 binary kernel 
(b) iJ"'U-4U"- operation with the kernel in (a). 
(c) 
7d. ""A~I1UlJn;, of opening and "'lVO.Ull'; of binary 
shape is by one pixel but in the above diagrams 
noticeable). 
(NOTE: effect of ~ .. _ .. ,..,_ in 
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opening is used to eliminate .:IV,"'''''UJ,'''' artifacts that are "'u".u'"'~ than the "'h-'1',..h, ..... H. 
"'..,."o~ .. • while Vi"""'.!."'!'. connects that are other, fills small 
and smoothes object by filling up narrow gaps 




binary ..,...", ...... ',r.''),~~'"'.~_. operations dilation, ""iv.:a"'J'''' 01)enInIZ and V",,'.:>UJ'F'. can 
extended to gray 
dilation are 
images (Haralick, et al 1987). In scale images, erOISlOln and 
by taking mInImum and gray within 
nel.ghl[)OrnO()Qs """,,,, ... ,,.1"1 by the F T UVJ.uaJ,U of the 
'f and the structuring "" .... ,LU ... " .. 't' respectively. The gray scale "n""'''v'" and 
erosion of with 't' denoted by (@t)(x,y) and (fBt)(x,y) respectively are as: 
• (@t)(x,y) eF(m,n) + t(m,n)} (3: 17a) 
• (fBt)(x,y) = min(x+m,y+n)eF(m,n)eT{(ttx+m,y+n) - (3:17b) 
Where (m, n) the size (Saradjian Amini, 2000). 
A detailed of gray VUJ'.:>J,\.J·" and dilation is by Haralick et (1987), 
Haralick and t.Juaj./uv (1994) Amini (2000). 
The gray mathematical morphological operations are reported to be applicable in 





computation an approximate 
...... ""' .. 5 extraction et aI 
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in most commercial software packages, but this may be attributed to their limited 
applications. 
3:5 DIGITAL ORTHOPHOTOGRAPHY, REGION GROWING 
AND EDGE DETECTION. 
3:5:1 DIGITAL ORTHOPHOTOGRAPHY 
building extraction is carried out orthoimages. An 
orthophoto is a georeferenced image created from perspective photographs or other 
remotely sensed imagery in which the within due to sensor 
orientation i.e. tilts, relief displacements as well as image distortions due to sensor, 
been removed. An orthoimage is an ... ~, ... ~££_~ projection and thus can be as a map 
or as a backdrop for a screen digitizing, map visualization and so on. 
Orthoimages are used many countries to support classical mapping tasks. Black and 
white and coloured infrared orthoimages are favored today 
especially mapping, planning and environmental disciplines. 
various applications 
Orthoimages are 
in the of 
onnOlmages are also 
advantageous v..,\..'a"~ • .., of for interpretation 
the infonnation corltellt (Grenzdorffer Bill, 1994). 
to their 
flexibility, short production time and low cost, production 
manipulation in radiometry combination with other data sets 
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Inputs to orthoimage production nnu'''''''' are digital uno,"""-,_,,, (analogue images to 
scanm~a with resolution); interior exterior VU, ... l1""'U""H Daralm<~tel:S of the 
images 
production 
a digital terrain model. There are two methods of digital orthoimage 
these are direct and indirect Inputs to direct metnQiQ 
are ordlm3ltes of to be ortho-rectified inputs indirect 
method are object space coordinates of points to The direct method 
involves computation of space coordinates of ortho-rectified usmg un ..... ,,,,, 
intersection) followed re-sampling the object 
space) to establish a grid The method computation of 
ortho-rectified coordinates of pixels by space resectIon followed by level re-
"...,., ......... ,,1"> (in Ofijt10-1mlige space) to determine gray Orthoimages used 
in this res:eaJlch are OPTIPr!lltpfi by method. the U.VUU''".;::,'" process, 
"""'LA""",,,, aerial photographs or satellite LA"""';;;'''' are digitally rectified to an orthogonal 
LlJ.\.J''''"''~'' is illustrated 
Figure 8 and can automated on Digital Photogrammetric Work Stations. 
quality of orthoimages depends mainly on accuracy digital model 
and on such other as geometric rectification techniques, pixel size, 



















8. The orthoimage production process. 
There are wide application areas for orthoimages feature extraCtlOln. change 
detection, analyses, oprlpr~lt1 and improvement multispectral 
classification to visualization (Baltsavias, 1996). It is and reliable to do 2-D 
measurements directly on orthoimages and int,prnrpt,.nn """_F."'''' online from a digital 
terrain model, as shown in 8 above, In way 3-D digitization can easily 
pel'lOIme:d for all +"' .... ..",.., uu ...... J;::.u non-terrain objects cannot extracted very 
accurately, Feature pVl'r",{'-rtr, .... in orthoimages is and convenient particularly to 
users because of non-interpreted imagery, similarity with landscape 
and enhanced image quality compared to conventional line maps and Bill, 
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where multispectral orthoimages can be ref;!:lOIIS of possible change 
thereby a or semi-automatic ,",U':&.1'-i",'-' ""VT"l"'~"T1 Other ad."ranl:ag(~S 
to using orthoimages in feature extraction are expensive stereo capabilities 
are not needed and III measurements is therefore unnecessary. 
ideal for use in UUVAL.U'''' settlements areas were levels of 
literacy and technological amlan.celnellt is low. 
Orthoimages are handy products, a 
accurate geometric reference. In this research, buildings are extracted 
under the assumption that displacement is by building elevation as 
buildings are not very tall. Most buildings in the study areas III of 
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3:5:2 REGION GROWING 
............... ~'u growing edge ",,,,.,,, .. AlUU techniques are applied in this r .. "',..",,cc'n to define 
approximate building contours. .. ... ",):;.\.J'" cr .... ",,,'""" is a method of an image 
homogeneous areas with l"Pc'np,r't to certain uniformity criteria. The criterion can be on 
of texture, brightness, color, variances and factors. Segmented the 
need to "'.lUj,V'''' and without holes. Adjacent "';;:"'U'H'" of need to 
have significantly different values respect to the uniformity Boundaries of 
each segment should be simple, not and must be spatially accurate (Haralick and 
Shapiro, 1985; 1987). In real world, most man-made are 
as homogeneous regions digital This is because man-made 
like buildings, are characterized being made of almost the same building 
to alJ~JJ.U'''''.d,' the problem "'AI.La .. , .. "'''' of man-rnaCle 
objects on basis some form However, to occlusions 
and .. ,."'y·"' ..... T illumination conditions, sell:ID<mt'ltlcm of man-made objects is usually 
accompanied by artifacts which need to be corrected before results are put high 
level or semantic interpretation prolces:ses Zongjian et 
1990; and 1990). 
In general, there is no universal theory image segmentation (Haralick and Shapiro, 
1985; Fua, 1982). AU)'''''',,,,.. many segmentation techniques in the literature. Most 
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can be classified on the ofthe schemes: 
• Measurement Space Guided ulJ ...... ;u Clustering: 
This approach is the segmentation of an image on the basis of measurement 
clusters. measurement IS domain which pixels are measured, example 
on the of pixel intensity values, texture so on. this un.'UA\.,'U 
is into memory, converted into respective measurement space and on basis of 
_i,UU\",UO::> in the measurement it is "'"~vuu ... 'u into """"'''' .... " 
clusters are used to assign, most probable cluster or label to 
The 
label. 
Image are connected components 
of this depends on how well 
separate into distinct measurement space 
clustering approach is pixel intensity measurement 
or segments. These 
pixel the "'''''5'"'' 
the same 
"-'1"~''''''''T in the 
commonly applied 
(using histograms), In 
it is assumed homogeneous objects the manifest UA..."llJ."'''''J. as 
In histograms, 
• Single Linkage Region Growing: 
In this technique each pixel in an image is regarded as a of an hypothetical 
neighboring pixels properties are similar enough, are declared as 
belonging to the same region. The single scheme .. similar 
by 
value of 
differences two neighboring pixels are enough 
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• Hybrid .L.JH'tA"'l'>'" Region Growing: 
The technique a property vector to pixel an uu" ... "" The ...... " .... "',,.,.,, vector 
depends on a neighboring window which is "''''.,Hn..u at each pixel. In this method, pixels 
are "'"""",.,.La'l"""" similar on the basis of similarity of neighborhoods. Similarity is 
noisy data, 
windows and thus 
"""JlF,UlUV.LH •. 1". pixels, 
effect not 
• Centroid L.lU"""'''''5'''' """"1".''I.)'U 
This " .......... ,," involves scamlJmg an 
this .Lu .. ",,,,., the ... ""uu ........ ,,'" perfonn well in 
are assimilated into respective neighbouring 
upm result. 
some edc~termme:d manner as 
or top-bottom to ... '"" ...... ...., initial image ""'E, ...... ' ... " mainly on the basis of pixel intensity 
out 
defined are representative of entire uu ..... "'. 
the 
The intensity 
and initial se12:me:m:s 
of each in the 
rest the 
value is close 
is compared with means of the initial If 
(user to mean of any initial segment pixel is 
added to segment the mean ofthe se~~c~m is UU'",'U\;;u. 
(I Spatial Clustering: 
technique is based on segmenting the by simultaneously combining the 
measurement spatial growing. It is a 
combination of the histogram with region 
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locating pixels the measurement space histogram, followed linkage 
region growing from each position. 
II Split Merge: 
This starts by ",<>", •. UHHL5 the to an Then 
successively it splits each segment quarters as se~;mc:::nt is not 
homogeneous enough, on the 
'"'V.I.., ......... ,,"" recursively homogeneity test 
Shapiro, Tanimoto, 1987). 
these segmentation <>'.dL"'U.L"'''' are 
software packages. In research, regIOn growmg the centroid LULl'''' .... 1','-' method is 
applied in defining approximate building regions. In application the region 
rrrnUllT.U method using the 'v'vl.HH.HU UU."""f,'" UJL",Uj:VU. building rell~lorlS are "''''tI'''VU:'''H',U by 
. . 
regIOn growmg elevation centre elevation blobs used are 
which are hypothesized as containing building roofs as from a digital surface 
modeL 
DETECTION 
An in an image to places in brightness values jump or 
"HaH):; ... abruptly. A digital is the boundary between two that appears when 
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most the infonnation in an image is contained in edges. 
Experiments with human vision ,",V,","P'" show that in an are extrernel 
important, and objects can crude edge outlines (Pratts, 
1991). The detection orClce!;s ttLen~t01'e is segmentation an image on the 
detection of brightness discontinuities. Many algorithms exist detecting In 
To make sense of out of a of interpretation and 
analysis is 
feasible approach to edge and interpretation is to first transfonn the image 
into an intennediate of local gray level discontinuities and compose these later 
meaningful vu~'v.,. principle of edge detection is that an is a result 
sampling of a real-valued function (j) defined over the domain of the image and that 
function (j) is continuous. The images are discrete 2-D approximations of such a 
function. From this 
obviously to points 
of view, jumps or discontinuities in the values of (j) must 
derivative (j). 
approaches of detection are surface fitting which is relatively computationally 
involved and application edge {'\n,~ .. <>t"'r" An edge oOlerator is a mathematical process 
(or its computational equivalent) operating within a spatial extent to 
the presence of a local an In this approach, pixel are 
computed along andlor directions at all points in 
"'''''.-l''''.VU as to whether there is an or not is made on the of art edge 











..... -.~ ...... , .. and others U ..... aui' ... L 
Brown, 1992; Klchar(lS 
aDt)roiacn is used in defining apI)rO){1mlate 
and 5. 
72 
Shapiro, 1992; Pratts, 1991; 
researCh. the Sobel 
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CHAPTER 4 
BUILDING EXTRACTION DESIGN STRATEGY 
4:1 CONTEXT 
This is about the flow activities and the detailed description of procedures 
used in the design of the proposed ......... , ...... ..., extraction method, along with some 
implementations. There two control of 
interpretation, which are the top-down and the bottom-up control strategies. 
down control strategies (also called model-based) are directed processing 
techniques which involve hypothesis on of the contextual 
the ........ ' ........ "' ........... of the focus of attention areas the 
space and object extraction and reconstruction. On the other hand, bottom-up control 
stnlte'~les use image data to ...,"'","" .......... object usually by application of local 
statistical based operators (low interpretation) followed by mid and 
level image interpretation processes. Mid-level interpretation processes 
the ggI"eg'iUcln of image pnmiltiv(~s or tokens to generate collateral object 
which are high-level (semantic) 
which are recognition, extraction and rec:on:smlCtlOn. 
building extraction system proposed and tested in this research is on a top-
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VDc)tnese:s into the image ... v ...... 'cu and finally verification, projection of 




(bottom-up) but it IS 
processes are 
In 





principles of the building strategy are 
of buildings It is 
merely on their values. Fusion of information sources (cues) is 
this process and McKeown, Mason and 1.'-"'.ll .... 1 1998). 
gray values are a result of a UUiQ.UI..'U of many 
IllulIDlnatlon .... V,11UHIVH,.:>, altrnc)snllleTiIC conditions 
as 
Ulv.lnH./H a 
few. It is therefore not to differentiate a contribution from 
recognition purposes. In addition to factors object detection 
IntlDrnlatllon is usually .... Vi.1"'1J."'"'U in the imaging nT"'l"p,~", 
the depth 
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IONIC LEVELS Hypothesis Generation 
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application additional or auxiliary data such as size, position of objects and so 
on, ..... ""AU ......... ", the recovery of information 
a domain or cues to reduce 
analysis 
search space. Domain 
knowledge IS problem-oriented which is relevant to a particular 
application. priori domain knowledge used IS from 
""n·r",,.,,,,, models. model nl"\' ... _t"' ..... "," l. .. u.uUf," as well as 
characteristic makes models ideal building 
ae!eCtlon (Weidner and Hiir<:1tnlPr Weidner, 1997; JJ ... "'':>,'' v et 1995, Ruther 
et aI, 1 Mason Baltsavias, 1997; Haala Brenner, 1997; Haala and 
. Hug, 1997; 1999; Paparoditis et aI, 1 As already mentioned in 
Chapter use of digital models in building is attributed to 
that a DSM inherently provides a geometric of a scene rI_ .. n~.rI 
imagery or airborne laser scanner data and Weidner, 1998). 
DrCIDo;sea building PVTT''''I'T1 system's of activities is as shown 10. 
major in the proposed building extraction method include: 
• preprocessing, 
• generation of a ........ , •• _. surface model, 
• an approximate digital terrain model, 
• generation of orthoimages, 
• altimetric thresholding of surface HI'-'"",,",,,:> creating structure blobs, 
• separation of merged blobs, 
• hypothesis verification, 
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• formulation contours into contour models (snakes) 
optimization approximate contours by programmmg. 
2-D building and 
• building 
of these are explained in the ofthis 
procedure 
are designed 
in this is not fully automatic because most DfC)Cesse:s 
nn"'r<>T'''''T guiding 
decisions at it is felt procedure is a 
towards the extraction of buildings informal and that it adds 
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Figure 10. Flow 
Image Matching 
§ 4:3 
Global height thresholding 
of the DSM ~~A"";Mn 
raised structure 
hypotheses form 





in orthoimages §4:8 
Formulation of snakes and 
dynamic prc)grlmnniI1lg 
Quality 
Evaluation § 5:2:8 
UUl.lUllll". extraction system. (number 
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4:2 IMAGE PRE-PROCESSING 
Building extraction started by image preprocessing which involved image 
enhancements aimed at improving the quality of the images in terms of contrast in 
preparation for subsequent feature extraction processes. The Wallis Filter was applied 
to the image of Marconi Beam area, which was acquired by the small format digital 
camera Kodak DCS 460, and the results are as shown in Figure 11 b. The image data 
set for the Manzese area was from scanned aerial images. The images had 
satisfactory contrast that required no enhancements (see Figure llc). 
The Wallis Filter was applied because it is characterized by locally stretching the gray 
value range to fit certain target values (Mason and Baltsavias, 1997). Wallis filtering 
is a useful tool in image enhancement, and is more effective in images with big global 
contrast and whose gray values stretch over a small range (Gruen and Li, 1997). The 
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(a) Original Marconi image (b) Wallis Filtering Marconi Image 
(c) Image quality - Manzese Area (not Wallis filtered) 
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4:3 GENERATION OF DIGITAL SURFACE MODELS 
The Digital surface models used in this research have been generated by the area 
based image matching technique (refer § 3: 1: 1). This is the current, and adequate 
technology, though it is acknowledged that more accurate digital surface models can 
be obtained using the laser scanning technique (Haala and Brenuner, 1997). 
The surface model for the Manzese site was generated using VirtuoZo 3.0 software 
running on a Unix based Silicon Graphics Digital Photogrammetric Workstation. For 
the Marconi Beam area, the surface model was generated by an image matching 
software based on the least squares matching (MPGC) which was developed in-house 
at the Department of Geomatics, University of Cape Town (Smit and RUther, 1996). 
Two software packages were used because the data sets had slightly different 
characteristics particularly with respect to format and lens distortions. Whereas 
VirtuoZo is designed to process conventional (metric) aerial photographs, the In-
house software was designed to process mainly non-conventional photographs. 
Inputs to both image matching software packages were camera calibration data, 
ground control points, flying height and high resolution overlapping digital images. 
The spatial resolution of input images is critical to the accuracy of the generated 
surface model. In view of this, images of the Manzese site were scanned at 15 J.!m, 
which at 1: 12,500 photo scale, is equivalent to a ground resolution of 20cm, whereas 
for the Marconi Beam area it was 25cm. A dense cloud of random points was 
matched generating a random DSM from which a regular grid DSM was obtained by 
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of features expected to be found on the ground. For informal settlement building 
extraction purposes, it was necessary to create a dense DSM, that is, the one with 
small grid spacing so as to adequately capture height discontinuities in-between very 
close buildings. The use of coarse grid spacing may lead to buildings being poorly 
modeled or not modeled at all. In the view of this, surface models at a regular grid 
spacing of O.20m and O.25m for the Manzese and Marconi Beam areas respectively 
were generated and they are shown in Figures 12 and 13. 
(i) (ii) 
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(i) (ii) 
(b) Manzese Site 2 
(i) (ii) 
(c) Marconi Beam 
Figure 12. Generated surface models (i) Wire Mesh surface model draped on image 
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4:4 GENERATION OF ORTHOIMAGES 
Orthoimages of the study areas were produced after the generation of digital terrain 
models. This was already in existence for the Marconi Beam site and it was 
automatically generated using the VirtuoZo software package for the Manzese site. 
Interactive editing was applied to the digital surface models prior to digital terrain 
model generation. Digital surface model editing was necessary to eliminate blunders 
and gross errors. It took approximately four hours to edit the few blu ders that were 
present in the digital surface model. 
For the Manzese site, surface model editing was carried out interactively on screen by 
superimposing the surface model (in form of contours) on a stereo model. Contours 
that did not appear to match with the corresponding features from the stereo model 
were identified as being erroneous and were subsequently modified or deleted. 
Viewing was achieved by the use of a polarized glass system. After surface model 
editing, a digital terrain model was produced and subsequently an orthoimage at a 
pixel size of 0.06 m was generated (see Figure 13a). For the Macomi Beam site, 
orthoimage generation at a pixel size of 0.2 m was carried out on the Helava Socet Set 
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(a) Manzese Site 
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4:5 THRESHOLDING OF DIGITAL SURFACE MODELS 
Building extraction from surface models is normally based on altimetric regIon 
thresholding (Forstner and Weidner, 1995; Mason and Baltsavias, 1997). Points on 
the surface model are points which are visible from the sensor. A surface model point 
can thus be either a terrain point or a non-terrain point (i.e. on a raised structure). Due 
to the fact that building points along walls or facades are not visible from sensors, 
surface model points which represent building points generally must be points of a 
roof structure. The building extraction process from surface models thus turns out to 
be a roof recognition scheme. In principle, roof points can easily be extracted by 
altimetric region segmentation of the surface model. In view of that, digital surface 
models are used in the detection of building roof areas from which a detailed building 
extraction process can be initiated. Detected building roof areas are projected into the 
orthoimage where they define focus of attention areas. Detailed building delineation 
is subsequently carried out using orthoimage data. 
A common approach to DSM's altimetric region extraction is through the creation of 
a "normalized" surface model (Forstner and Weidner, 1995; Brunn and Weidner, 
1998; Mason and Baltsavias, 1997; Hug, 1997). A "normalized" surface model is 
obtained by differencing a previously established digital terrain model (DTM) from 
the DSM. The DTM describes the earth's topographical surface, therefore it is used 
in providing information about building heights approximately referenced to the 
terrain surface. If the DTM does not exist it may be produced separately by either 
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mathematical morphological operations (Forstner and Weidner, 1995; Brunn and 
Weidner, 1998). It is rare to find an existing DTM in developing countries therefore 
the adoption of the latter approach may be the only alternative. However, the 
effectiveness of mathematical morphology depends on the design of a kernel. For 
example, Forstner and Weidner (1995) applied an approach which used a kernel with 
constant height values and satisfactory results were reported. In their approach, the 
morphologic gray scale technique was applied to erode the surface model until the 
approximation of the topographic surface converged towards check points in non-
building regions and interpolated well within the building regions. Check points are 
points (preferably in open areas) with known or easily determinable height values. 
Where buildings are very close to each other, as in informal settlement areas, check 
points are difficult to obtain. The approach of using normalized digital surface 
models in building extraction is subjective (particularly with the choice of a kernel) 
and its contribution to the accuracy of feature extraction is insignificant as validated 
by the results of the ISPRS test on image understanding (Sester et aI, 1996). The test 
showed that there is no significant difference between building extraction results 
based on normalized DSM and that of analysis of height layers also called bins. 
Owing to limitations of the "normalized" DSM approach, this research applies a 
scheme of raised structure extraction which is based on segmenting the DSM by 
global height thresholding similar to Paparoditis et al (1999). Other techniques of 
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The tested raised structure extraction techniques were: 
1. Edge detection in the surface model. This was executed using the Sobel operator 
and it resulted in a large number of edges from which it was difficult to identify 
edges which define building edges (see Figure 14a and 15a). 
2. Extraction of 3-D edges on the basis of edge magnitude. This did not work well 
due to small height variations in the surface model i.e. most edges had similar 
edge magnitude value. 
In the DSM global height thresholding approach, height threshold values used are 
deduced from prior context knowledge of the study areas as well as from buildings to 
be extracted. For the Manzese Site 1, the generated surface model had heights 
ranging from 22.8 to 35 m above mean sea level (amsl). It is known that buildings in 
this area vary in height from 3 to 4 m above the average ground. A global height 
threshold value of 28 m (amsl) empirically determined, proved effective in detecting 
most building roofs and was applied. It must be noted that the approach of detecting 
building roofs by global thresholding of the digital surface model holds only under the 
assumptions that the terrain is relatively flat and most buildings could detected. In the 
case of a sloping terrain, a DTM is required for detecting raised structures that are 
above a global threshold height value. The DTM may be subtracted from the sliced 
DSM layer thereby distinguishing raised structures from terrain points. Additionally, 
buildings that are below the global height threshold value can only be detected if the 
sum of the building'S average ground level height and the building'S height is above 
the global height threshold value, i.e. 
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Undetected buildings in the course of DSM global height thresholding technique may 
be added later either manually or otherwise. For the Manzese Site 2, the generated 
surface model had heights ranging from 24.3 to 32.4m (ams!), a height threshold 
value of 29.5m empirically determined proved effective and was applied. The results 
of global height thresholding of the surface model are binarized raised structure blobs 
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(a) (b) 
Figure 14. (a) Surface model edge detection (NOTE: the surface model edges were not used 
in the detection of raised structures) (b) Thresholded and binarized raised structure blobs -
Manzese Site 1. 
(b) 
Figure 15. (a) Surface model edge detection (NOTE: the surface model edges were not used 
in the detection of raised structures) (b) Thresholded and binarized raised structure blobs 
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As may be seen from Figure 12c, the Marconi Beam site, is relatively flat though it 
has heights ranging from 9 to 23.5 m above mean sea level. Buildings are very close 
to each other and are approximately of the same height (mostly within 2-4 m). Global 
thresholding of the surface model on the basis of height resulted in highly melted or 
merged blobs which were difficult to separate for the subsequent individual raised 
structure extraction process (see Figure 16b for raised structure blobs at a global 
height threshold value of 17 m). This is because building height differences were 
relatively small. Such a situation is critical when using surface models in building 
extraction. 
(a) (b) 
Figure 16. (a) Surface model edges (Sobel Operator) (b)Thresholded (17 m) and 
binarized DSM - Marconi Beam site (white areas are the elevation blobs). 
In the light of the foregoing situation, raised structure blobs in the Marconi Beam area 
were derived by segmenting the surface model using the Multiple Height Bins (MHB) 
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model heights are grouped into height ranges (called bins). This results in segmenting 
the DSM in relatively few blobs that are always closed and easy to manipUlate. The 
results are shown in Figure 17. In this approach, only raised structure blobs within 
selected height ranges can be detected. The approach is usually applied hierarchically 
where bins of large height ranges are used for coarse detection of raised structure 
blobs and bins of small height ranges are used to verify and refine the coarse 
detection. The MHB method can be applied either globally i.e. over the entire surface 
model or locally i.e. for selected areas. In this research, the MHB technique was 
applied globally. The maximum and minimum bin ranges were empirically 
determined. It must be noted that the empirical approach of selecting bin ranges 
works under the assumption that a considerable amount of buildings are detected by 
the selected range and that the terrain is relatively flat. Three height bins were used in 
the Marconi Beam area to detect most building roofs (see Figure 17). 
(a) Bin 1- Height >= 18.0 (b) Bin 2 - 17.5<=Height < 18.0 
(c) Bin 3 -17.0<=height <17.5 
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It is important to emphasize here that the results of individual bins are filtered to 
remove irrelevant blobs (on the basis of area) before adding them together creating a 
combined layer (see Figure 17c). Because raised structure blobs are geo-referenced to 
the same frame of reference as orthoimages, their validation could be assessed by 
superimposition as shown in Figure 18. 
(a) Manzese Site 1 
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4:6 SEPARATION OF MERGED BLOBS AND BUILDING 
HYPOTHESES GENERATION 
The purpose of height thresholding or segmenting the DSM is to generate blobs that 
can potentially represent raised structures in the real world. This process, however, is 
associated with some problems. For example, it is difficult to distinguish between the 
raised structure blobs that represent buildings and those which represent other objects 
such as trees, small mounds and so on. Closely situated raised structures will often be 
merged or melted together in the resulting blobs. In some cases, the image matching 
process may fail to model raised structures properly thereby leading to blobs which do 
not represent raised structures in the real world. Because of these problems, raised 
structure extraction by DSM segmentation can never be comprehensive in itself. The 
results of DSM segmentation may thus be used only as a starting point for detailed 
image processes, for example in feature extraction. Prior to using DSM blobs in 
feature extraction process, they need to be processed e.g. separating the merged blobs 
and verifying the ground objects they represent i.e. hypotheses verification. This 
section deals with the problem of separating merged raised structure blobs. 
Merged DSM blobs are the result of the weakness of the image matching process 
which smoothens out height discontinuities between buildings and the terrain in cases 
of very close structures. This means that height discontinuities between very close 
raised structures are poorly modeled. This may be attributed to inadequate DSM grid 
spacing, occlusions and mismatches. Separation of merged blobs is necessary in 
order to let subsequent extraction processes focus on the modeling of individual raised 
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settlement areas, yet it is uncommon in formal settlement areas (Fortsner and 
Weidner, 1995). A common solution to the problem of merged blobs is using either 
binary erosion or shadows. The binary erosion approach is based on the separation of 
blobs through shape manipUlations. The approach may not always be effective 
because merged blobs are a result of smoothing out of height discontinuities as 
mentioned earlier, so, it is unsatisfactory to separate blobs on the basis of elevation 
blob shape which is a derived product. It is desirable to solve the problem right from 
its cause rather than from blob shapes, which are, derived products. It is thus logical 
to separate merged blobs on the basis ofDSM height manipulations. 
The approach of using shadows involves the subtraction of shadows from merged 
blobs which effectively eats away areas in-between blobs (Mason and Baltsavias, 
1997; Mason and RUther, 1997). This is normally done in the image domain. The 
approach however, may not work in case of images with poor shadows. In addition to 
that, even in the presence of shadows which are usually obtained by image 
thresholding, the approach may only be effective for blobs merged in the direction of 
shadows (see the position of shadows with respect to blobs in Figure 19c). It can be 
seen that shadows are aligned in the West-East direction of the page, while merging 
of most of the blobs is in the North-South direction. The shadows approach has been 
tested in this research. The results are shown in Figure 19d from which it can be 
concluded that the approach could not effectively separate the merged blobs and 
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, 
In the gray scale erosion of the surface model, the surface model is convolved with a 
kernel through which new height values are derived that have height discontinuities 
attenuated. The design of a kernel is critical in this process, and in most cases kernels 
are designed after a trial and error process. It should be noted that gray scale 
morphological filtering kernels operate on the basis of Equations 17a and 17b and not 
as normal kernels, which are used in routine image processing operations, for example 
in contrast enhancements, edge detection and so on. In this research, a 3 by 3 kernel 
with a constant height value of 5 m proved effective and was applied (see Figure 21). 
5 5 5 
5 5 5 
5 5 5 
Figure 21. The applied gray scale erosion kernel.(Note: The origin of the structuring 
element's frame of reference is at the center pixel) 
Results of gray scale erosion of the surface model and resulting raised structure blobs 
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© Manzese Site2 
(a) and (c) Raised structure blobs after gray scale erosion of the DSM (b) and (d) 
separated blobs superimposed on orthoimages. 
Figure 22. Raised structure blobs after gray scale erosion of the surface model. 
(NOTE: Success rate evaluation is presented in § 5:2:4:3) 
It should be noted that DSM gray scale erosion was not applied to the Marconi Beam 
study area because the raised structure blobs generated from the MHB approach just 
happened to be not merged (see Figure 18c). Separated blobs in subsequent 
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4:7 BUILDING HYPOTHESES VERIFICATION 
The purpose of hypothesis verification is to put a label to every raised structure blob 
that identifies if it represents a building or not. As mentioned in § 1 :4, the study areas 
contain mainly buildings and there is very little vegetation coverage. Because of this, 
the building hypotheses verification problem in this research was reduced to 
distinguishing between building and vegetation blobs. Existing solutions to this 
problem include distinguishing blobs on the basis of shape descriptors e.g. area, 
perimeter, compactness etc.; use of surface normal variances over the DSM; use of 
the frequencies of edge directions of orthoimage patches (hereafter called image 
patches) containing the elevation blob's orthoimage areas and the use of the planar 
surface fitting to blobs heights. 
The approach of applying shape descript rs cannot work well in situations where 
vegetation areas are almost equal to building areas or when vegetation areas are close 
to buildings and/or merged together in the surface model or where buildings are of 
varying shapes. The application of this approach in this work was limited by the fact 
that buildings in informal settlement areas could not be generalized as having specific 
ranges of shape descriptors. The approach is ideal for planned areas where buildings 
are structured and thence have specific ranges of shape descriptors (Weidner, 1997). 
The use of surface normal variances is based on computing surface model roughness 
by the detection of crease edges (Weidner, 1997). The basic principle behind the 
approach is that for all pixels of each elevation blob a surface normal is computed 
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area (Hoffman and Jain, 1987). In the case of buildings with nearly flat roofs, surface 
normal variance is expected to be smaller than that of vegetation areas. The 
application of this approach in this research was limited by the fact that buildings in 
the study areas had small roof areas, and are thus covered by limited surface model 
points, which could lead to inaccurate variance values. In addition to that, the method 
depends on the quality of the surface model used. The method of using planar surface 
fitting is most effective in large buildings with flat roofs as pointed out by Paparoditis 
et al (1998). Buildings in the Manzese study area have ridged roofs with relatively 
small-areas which could lead to the method being computationally involved. 
Additionally, the Marconi Beam study area has buildings with flat roofs but with 
relatively small areas as well. The shape and size of roofs in study areas thus limited 
the application of the method in this research. 
Hypothesis verification in this work has been based on the approach of analyzing 
frequencies of edge directions in respective orthoimages patches as done by Mason, 
Baltsavias and Stallman (1997). The principle behind this approach is that for each 
elevation blob a corresponding orthoimage patch is extracted by fitting a bounding 
box to the blob. A histogram of edge directions of each orthoimage patch is then 
computed. It is expected that orthoimage patches that contain buildings will have 
histograms with high frequencies that are 900 or 2700 apart (for regularly shaped 
buildings) with some additional peaks for more angular buildings. This is because 
adjacent building edges are generally expected to be at 900 or 2700 • On the other 
hand, histograms of orthoimage patches that contain vegetation areas are expected to 
be almost flat as shown by Mason, Baltsavias and Stallman (1997). The approach is a 
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vegetation and other areas. Examples of hypothesis verification are as shown in Figure 23. 
In this research, all raised structure blobs proved to be building hypotheses. 
Cii:0I'"TCU6Ii 
(a4) Manzese Site 1 
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As may be seen from Figure 22 most blobs fall on top of building roofs, but do not 
precisely delineate roof boundaries. The aim of this section is: 
1. To use elevation blobs that are hypothesized as contained in building roofs in 
definipg focus of attention areas in orthoimages. These are areas that are 
expected to contain or are associated with buildings. 
2. From (1) above to initiate a strategy for the extraction of approximate building 
contours. 
The generation of approximate building contours is based on the fact that since blob's 
centre points typically fall somewhere in the middle of building roofs, it is logical to 
determine approximate building contours on the basis of the region growing process 
integrated with edge detection. This is on the assumption that buildings are made up 
of almost the same materials, as already explained in § 3:5:2. 
In segmenting an image into approximate uniform brightness regions, region growing 
and edge detection processes are normally regarded as being complementary to each 
other. This means that segments obtained by the region growing process implicitly 
define edges and vice versa. In view of that, the two processes can be integrated 
when making a decision whether a point is on an edge or in a homogeneous area 
(Pavlidis and Liow, 1990). This validates the application of region growing 
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belonging to a building roof or not. The training process was followed by actual 
region growing process to define approximate building contours. This involved the 
sampling of pixels in each area surrounding the elevation blob's orthoimage area and 
classifying each as either belonging to the building roof or not. A pixel was declared 
belonging to a building roof if it satisfied a stipulated homogeneity predicate (as 
defined from the above statistics). The homogeneity criterion could be on the basis of 
either edge magnitude, i.e. sampling until a pixel with predetermined edge magnitude 
is met or pixel value homogeneity i.e. sampling until a pixel with significantly 
different intensity within user defined limits is met, or on variances from the elevation 
blob centre pixel. All these criteria were tested and the edge magnitude criterion 
proved effective and was applied. The technique of region growing on the basis of 
edge magnitude criterion is referred to in the rest of this thesis as region growing 
constrained by edges. 
It must be reiterated that there were two types of pixel sampling and both were from 
elevation blob's centre points in the orthoimage. The elevation blob's centre points 
were determined by averaging the X and Y object space coordinates of blob vertices 
and projecting them to the orthoimage. The first sampling was for the determination 
of statistics that best describe each orthoimage patch covered by elevation blobs 
(those hypothesized as contained in building roofs) . This first sampling was for 
training to establish statistics that are characteristic of an orthoimage roof area 
covered by each elevation blob. The second sampling was for region growing to 
determine approximate building regions on the basis of statistics that are obtained 
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The results of region growmg constrained by edges were approximate building 
regions as shown in Figures 24aj, 24bl, and 24c,. The approximate building regions 
were subsequently vectorized resulting in approximate building contour's coordinates 
that were inputs into the dynamic programming optimization process. 





" : ....... Building Roof 
................................ ............ .................................... .......................... .................................................. ................... .. :~ 
Figure 23b. The scannmg format adopted in each elevation blob 
(hypothesized to be contained in a building roof) to determine roof 
area image statistics. (Note: arrows do not indicate scanning 
termination points, termination could be at a point either beyond or 
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Figure 24. Results of regional growing and approximate building contours . 
. NOTE: 
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• (at,bt,cl)-Region growmg and edge detection for Manzese site l, site2 and Marconi 
respecti vel y. 
• (a2,b2,c2)-Approximate building contours Manzese sitel, site2 and Marconi respectively. 
• (a3,b3,c3)-Building contours superimposed on orthoimages Manzese site l, site2 and 
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4:9 APPROACH TO MODIFICATION OF APPROXIMATE 
BUILDING CONTOURS 
4:9:1 CONTEXT 
This section IS about designing a strategy for the modification of approximate 
building contours as obtained from region growmg and edge detection processes 
(refer § 4 :8), so that they can optimally delineate corresponding buildings. The 
modification of approximate building contours is due to the artifacts that results from 
the application of the region growing constrained by edges process. The approach of 
using region growing constrained by edges in the derivation of approximate building 
contours results in edges which are assumed to be building boundaries. The approach 
may result in either of the following errors as pointed out by Pavdilis and Liow 
(1990): 
1. A boundary may not be identified as an edge I.e. the boundary is incorrectly 
rejected or missed. 
2. An edge may not be a boundary i.e. the boundary is incorrectly accepted. 
The occurrence of the first type of error can be minimized by the application of 
contrast enhancement techniques prior to the region growing process. The probability 
of the occurrence of the second type of error can be minimized by the use of effective 
homogeneity criteria, though in some cases this may result in over-segmentation 
thereby increasing errors of the first type. In general, the region growing process may 
lead to false boundaries because the homogeneity criterion cannot be fulfilled over all 
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growing and edge detection by applying some form of optimization. For reasons 
already explained in § 3:2 modification of approximate building contours in this 
research is carried out using the snakes approach and the dynamic progranuning 
optimization technique. 
4:9:2 FORMULATION OF APPROXIMATE BUILDING 
CONTOURS INTO SNAKES 
As on explained in § 3:3 snakes are characterized by their ability to slither. In this 
research, formulation of approximate building contours into snakes is realized by the 
adoption of the following strategies: 
1. Defining building contours by their nodes N, N=(n[, n2, n3, ....... , nn), where 
ni=(xi, Yi) are image space coordinates of node ni. 
2. Allowing building contour nodes to change positions. Contour nodes are free to 
change positions within a window which is defined at each node. In the coarse of 
nodes changing positions, building contours slither from one position to the other. 
By controlling the contour slithering it is possible for the contour to delineate 
objects of interest (in this research, buildings). 
In this research contour nodes are free to change position in a 3 by 3 window, defined 
at each node. When a window is fitted at a node, it defines the node's window points 
which the node can move to. For each node, in this implementation there are thus 9 
node window points (also referred to as the node's degrees of freedom). Out of the 
nine node window points, one, which optimizes the building cost function, is to be 
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Variables (unknowns) in the building contour optimization problem are optimum 
node window point positions. As the variables of the problem are not inter-related, it 
is not possible to achieve optimization in only one process. Contour optimization thus 
has to be carried out sequentially through all the nodes by processing one node at any 
one stage. In view of that, the problem of building contour optimization is thus 
susceptible to dynamic programming optimization formalism, through which a 
criterion for selection of optimum node window points is defined. 
In order to apply the dynamic programming optimization technique it is necessary to 
have a generic building mathematical model and a corresponding objective function 
to reduce the search space. The generic building mathematical model and objective 
function formulation are explained in the following section. 
4:9:3 GENERIC 
FORMULATION 
BUILDING MATHEMATICAL MODEL 
A generic building mathematical model is an approximate mathematical formulation, 
which models the general manifestation of a building in an image (refer § 3 :2: 1 for 
the definition). Let \If be a building region and ~ the corresponding building contour 
in an image, the following assumptions hold: 
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• The building contour is a curve or snake ~ in a digital image. Let the digital 
image be represented by a 2-D function G(x, y) which is measurable and has 
continuos derivatives and 
• The building contour ~ has continuous derivatives and a unit vector n(s) normal to 
it. 
The building genenc mathematical model is formulated usmg radiometric and 
geometric building characteristics verbally and mathematically as explained in the 
following section: 
4:9:3:1 BUILDING CHARACTERISTICS 
4:9:3:1:1 BUILDING RADIOMETRIC CHARACTERISTICS 
1. The building edge is a continuous curve and has a relatively high contrast. This 
suggests that the squared sum of grey values (or their derivatives in the direction 
normal to the building edge) along the curve attains the maximum. This may be 
represented mathematically as: 
(4:1) 
Where G is an image function, V(s) is a vector valued function, which transforms the 
contour length's' to point (x(s), y(s)) in the image space i.e. V(s) = (x(s), y(s)); E\ is 
building edges energy value. 
2. Building regions are continuous and their pixels as mentioned earlier in § 3:5:2 are 
almost homogeneous i.e. do not vary very much within smaller areas. 
Mathematically this is equivalent to: 
i=n 
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(](abi - abi+l)l- 90) < T 
(](abi - abi+l)l- 270) < T 
or 
(4.4) 
Where abi _ is a direction vector of building edge bi and T-user defined threshold. 
114 
The above generic building mathematical model is used in formulation of a building 
cost function. A cost or objective function (terms used synonymously) is a solvable 
and implementable transformed form of the generic mathematical model. This 
transformation needs to preserve all characteristics of the generic model as much as 
possible. The design of a building cost function is explained in § 4:9:5. Inputs into 
the cost function are building contour node's energy values computed using the merit 
function as explained in the following section. 
4:9:4 THE MERIT FUNCTION 
The position of the snake in image space is defined by energy acting on it. The 
position of the snake can thus be changed by varying its energy. A merit function is a 
function through which the snake's position is defined by computing its total energy. 
The total energy of the snake is a sum of all radiometric and geometric energy acting 
on it. The merit function as defined by Amini et al (1990) and GUlch (1990) is 
adopted in this research. Amini et al (1990) and GUlch (1990) defined the total 
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;=n 




-i is node number 
-n is the number of nodes in a contour 
- Sj is contour length at node i 
-V(sJ = (x(sJ, y(sJ) is position of node i in the image. 
-Other terms are as previously defined in Equation 4:7. 
E ima and E inl in Equation 4:9 are further generalized as follows: 
j =no 
• E;ma(V(sJ) = IRE/G(V(sJ)) (4:10) 
j = 1 
Where: 
-RE- is a radiometric energy term. 
- G(V(sJ) = G(x(sJ, y(s;)) - is the image function being evaluated at node i. 
-:i-radiometric energy function e.g. edge magnitude or comer function. 
-no - total number of radiometric energy functions under consideration. 
-n - total number of contour nodes. 
• By expressing Vs and Vss in terms of image coordinates, E inl in Equation 4:8a can 
be expanded to: 
Ej"JV(sJ) = Ejnt(x(s),y(s)) = a(sJ{(x(sJ -X(S;_I))2 + (y(sJ - y(S;_I))2} 
p(s;){( -2x(sJ + x(si-J) + X(S;+I ))2 + (-2y(sJ + y(s;_I) + y(s;+1 ))2} 
(4:11) 
-Where: (x (sJ, y(Si))- are node i image coordinates and other terms are as previously 
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from the last position matrix, backwards to the first position matrix to determine a 
window point that globally optimizes the cost function for each node (refer § 5:2 for 
implementation details). The process is iterative in such a way that after each round 
of computation, the energy of the resulting building contour is computed. If the 
resulting energy is less than the previous contour's energy the process is terminated 
otherwise it continues (see Figure 25 for iteration control flow chart). Before a new 
iteration starts it may be necessary to densify contour points as the need may arise. 
An example of the implementation of snakes and the dynamic programming process 
is as shown in Figure 26. The process results in the 2-D delineation of buildings. The 
results and further implementation details are covered in Chapter Five. 
The limitation of the snake's approach in feature extraction is that the snake's initial 
position must be as close to the solution as possible, a condition that may often be 
difficult to achieve in practice. The strength of the approach relies on the possibility 
of the imposition of geometric constraints at the lowest level to guide the search. 
Compute the total energy E(i) 
of the current contour 
Use current contour nodes, 
form snakes and do dynamic 
programming. 
Defme new contour nodes 
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visualization of features. Visual infonnation is much more easily processed and 
absorbed by the human brain than numerical or diagrammatic data as in 2-D or 2.5-D 
representations of our 3-D real world. 3-D modeling creates a great impact on the 
understanding of infonnation being conveyed (Sheppard, 2000). In infonnal 
settlement settings with low literacy rates, visual or graphic communication is a 
necessary medium in engaging community participation in settlement planning, i.e. 
communication of ideas and information, thereby allowing residents to discuss 
scenarios and draw conclusions about developments in their neighborhoods. 
Currently, there is an increase in the demand for 3-D object modeling to put viewers 
"into the picture" to help them identify and recognize real world places rather than 
just viewing abstract maps (Sheppard, 2000). 
The current approaches to 3-D modeling of buildings may be categorized into two 
main schemes. These are: 
• Simple visualization schemes - These display the third dimension of the terrain 
and 3-D building models are draped on a terrain surface using many of the same 
data structure as conventional 2-D mapping (Maas, 1999; Weidner and Forstner, 
1995; Stilla, et ai, 2000). 
• High-realism (photo-realistic) visualization schemes - These generate a 3-D 
imagery of the terrain with an almost photographic or ultra realistic nature using 
techniques such as texture mappmg. Building models are usually positioned 
above the terrain surface. 
Simple visualization schemes use library geometric models that are known to best 
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4:11 SUMMARY 
In this chapter the proposed building extraction method has been explained and 
partially implemented resulting in initial results. The initial results are the 
approximate building contour (refer Figure 24a2, b2 and C2). These contours require 
further processing to generate final 2-D and 3-D building models as described in the 
following chapter. All processes of the proposed building extraction method can, to a 
great extent, be implemented in an automated environment. However, processes need 
to be supported by a human operator who oversees the processes and responds to 
yes/no type of system queries, sets the required thresholds and assesses the quality of 
intermediate results for further processing. Detailed implementation issues are 
covered in the following chapter. It can be noted from Figures 24a2, b2 and C2 that not 
all buildings are extracted. This is because some buildings were not modeled in the 
surface model, thence suggesting the need for applying a different extraction strategy. 
However, more than half of the buildings in each study area have been extracted. 
From Figures 24a3, b3 and C3 it can be seen that extracted building contours are close 
enough to their true building edges. This fulfills one of the snakes technique's pre-
conditions which requires that the snake's initial position be as close to its true 
position as possible. It is thus justifiable to modify the approximate building contours 
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contour-length measured from some arbitrary point of reference on the contour to the 
point of interest. The contour is represented at uniform contour-length intervals. 
What is required is the extraction of the contour's critical points from the S-8 plot. 
Critical points are points of maximum absolute curvature on the contour. Automatic 
identification of critical points is extremely difficult. One approach of critical point 
identification is differentiating the S-8 plot with respect to the contour length. 
However, the approach is not always effective because the derivative operator tends 
to amplify the high frequency noise. Instead, other techniques like the use of multi-
scale critical point detector are used (Gortschalk and Mudge, 1988). The method is 
computationally involved particularly when considering the number and complexity 
of building contours to be processed in the study areas. Thus, the method was not 
applied in this research. 
Polygon simplification in this research was done by a simple method of successive 
elimination of nodes (Weidner and Forstner, 1995). The method is applied 
sequentially through all the contour nodes. Three successive contour nodes i.e. ni-l, 
ni, and ni+l are processed at anyone stage. The principle behind the method is that 
any three successive contour nodes will form a triangle; if the formed triangle's base 
height (hi) is less than a user defined minimum height value, then, the central node is 
deleted (refer Figure 28). For example in Figure 28, if hi is less than a minimum 
height value, then node i is deleted. For the method to work, the minimum height of a 
triangle must have a threshold value. A minimum triangle height of O.5m proved 















Figure 28. The building contours simplification strategy. 
5:2:2 SNAKES FORMULATION ISSUES 
132 
As mentioned earlier on in § 4:9:2, snakes were realized by letting the contour nodes 
change positions within a window in the course of the optimization process. 
Important issues to consider in the fonnulation of snakes are the window size and 
window point spacing as explained in the following section. 
5:2:2:1 WINDOW SIZE AND WINDOW POINT SPACING 
The change in the position of a node was limited to a window defined at each node. 
When a window is defined at a node, node's window points are generated at a 
stipulated interval called window point spacing (refer Figure 29). The window size 
and window point spacing needs to be detennined prior to the optimization process. 
This is because they guide the process of contour slithering. The number of window 
points at a node depends on the window size and window point spacing. 
Applying a large window with small window points spacing will end up with a large 
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Window size and window point spacing values are critical in the formation of snakes 
and in the dynamic programming optimization process. No methods of direct 
determination of these values exist however, they can be determined empirically prior 
to the contour optimization process. 
In this research, buildings in all the study areas had an average spacing of 1-2 m and 
at orthoimage's spatial resolution of 0.06 m for the Manzese sites and 0.20 m for the 
Marconi Beam area, a 3 by 3 window at spacing of 0.5 m empirically determined 





Building contour node 
7 8 9 
Figure 29. The diagram showing a building node and respective window points as 
defined in a 3 by 3 window at 0.5m spacing. 
5:2:3 DYNAMIC PROGRAMMING IMPLEMENTATION ISSUES 
The optimization of building contours, as already mentioned, was effected by the 
dynamic programming technique. For reasons stated by Amini, et ai, (1990) and 
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was difficult to formulate a functional model that could express the relationships 
between all variables of the building extraction problem (i.e. the optimum node 
points). Indeed the number of observations were limited i.e. one approximate contour 
per building. In view of that, either the exhaustive search or dynamic programming 
methods were the only feasible solutions to this problem. This is because the problem 
of optimization of building contours by the snakes approach assumes a finite number 
of solutions (Cooper and Steinberg, 1970). Additionally, the problem of building 
contour optimization cannot be solved in one step, thus a multistage approach was the 
only feasible alternative. Dynamic programming is preferable to the exhaustive 
search method because it is computationally relatively less involved. 
To justify the application of dynamic programming instead of the exhaustive search 
method in the optimization of approximate building contours, the following analysis 
will be used. In the course of the snakes formulation let a square window of size 'm', 
be defined at each building contour node. There will be m2 degrees of freedom 
defined at each of the three consecutive contour nodes being processed at one time. 
There will then be (m2)2 = m4 number of possible window point combinations at each 
central node's window point. This is equal to the number of objective function 
computations that are to be executed per the central node's window point. The total 
number of computations for all window points at each central node will then be 
(m4)(m2) = m6. The number of computations for all nodes in a contour will thus be 
m6.n (where n- number of nodes in a contour). If m=3 (i.e. 9 degrees of freedom as 
defined in a 3 by 3 window as applied in this research) there are will be (32)2 = 81, 
number of computations per central node window point (refer Figure 30). Out of the 
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step and its energy is taken as accumulated from the previous computational step and 
carried forward. For the first node of the contour the central node's window points 
were assumed to have a cumulative energy of zero. For the rest of the central node's 
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Figure 30. The number of possible window point combinations for one window point of a 
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values) and geometric energy which is expressed as a curvature at the node. First and 
second order derivative values for computation of curvature were obtained by using 
node image coordinates while edge magnitude and pixel values were extracted and/or 
deduced from the image data. It must be noted that in the optimization process unit 
weight was assigned to radiometric energy terms i.e. WI and W2 in Equation 5 :2. This 
means edge magnitude and pixel intensity values were assumed to be of equal 
weights. This was after tests had proved that there was no significant improvement in 
building delineation by the introduction of different weight values to radiometric 
terms. The normalization factor A was arbitrarily selected and the value of A=0.5 
proved effective and was applied. To impose geometric energy, weights were 
assigned to first and second order derivative magnitude values. Second order 
derivative values were assigned relatively high and constant weight value i.e. j3(,Si) 
large relative to a(sJ. This was necessary to give priority to high curvature points 
along the contour which are critical in defining the geometry of a contour. Constant 
values of 1.0 and 0.5 were respectively used for all j3(sJ and a(sJ. The imposition of 
rectangularity constraint as stated in Equation 4:4 ended with many erroneous 
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5:2:3:2 CONTROL OF ITERATIONS AND DENSIFICATION 
OF CONTOUR NODES 
Iterations were controlled by the comparison of the contour's energy after every 
iteration. The end of an iteration is followed by a back-tracking process, through 
which the energy of the current optimal contour position is computed (refer § 
5:2:3:1:4), and compared with the energy of the previous optimal contour. If the 
current optimal contour's energy is less than the previous optimal contour's energy, 
the iterations are stopped, otherwise the iterations continue. This is due to the fact 
that since optimization is based on maximizing the objective function, the global 
optimal contour position must bear the maximum energy. The global optimal 
contour needs to be the best out of all possible optimal contours in optimizing the 
objective function. The geometrical configuration of a resulting contour is evaluated 
on the basis of its total energy. In this study, an average of five iterations was 
executed in each building contour (see Figure 31). Figure 31 shows the results of 
optimization from two iterations. It can be noted that the positions of the contour 
vary in-between the iterations. 
Before a new iteration starts it was necessary to decide whether or not to densify the 
contour nodes as done by Gruen and Li (1997) in road extraction. The option of 
contour node densification was tested and proved not to be useful because adding a 
node along a building contour line effectively does not change the general shape of 
the contour, and the added nodes only increase the computational efforts. 
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along the contour edges but are away from them so that the resulting shape of the 
building contour changes. This alternative was not explored and therefore 
densification of contour nodes was not applied. 
(a) Manzese Sitel 
Figure 31. The effect of iterations in dynamic programming optimization (Note: 
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(b) 5 by 5 window 
Figure 32 The effect of window size in the delineation of a building. (Note: By 
comparing (a), (b) and (c), it can be seen that by fixing the window point spacing (at 
0.5) and varying the window size, optimal delineation of the building was achieved 
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(a) Window point spacing ofO.06m 
(b) Window point spacing of 1.0m 
Figure 33. The effect of window point spacing in a 3 by 3 window in the extraction of 
a building. (NOTE: By comparing (a), (b) and (c) it can be seen that by fixing the 
window size and varying the window point spacing, optimal delineation of a building 
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5:2:3:3 THE BACK-TRACKING PROCESS 
This is a process of finding a global solution from several local optimum solutions. It 
is also called a back-ward method of solution. The following example shows how 
back-tracking is done. 
• Let Figure 34 be an example of a building contour with four nodes, i.e. Nl, N2, 
N3 and N4. Let us assume that one iteration of the dynamic programming 
optimization process has already been carried out to the building contour by fitting 
a 3 by 3 window to each of the nodes. 
N2 
N4 
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Let the Tables in Figure 34b be position matrices for the iteration. Back-tracking 
is carried out from the last position matrix by following the arrows as indicated in 
Figure 34b. In position matrices (Figure 34b), the first column represents the 
central node's window points that best satisfy the objective function at the current 
stage of processing; the second column is the corresponding maximum contour 
energy value and the third column is the corresponding succeeding node's 
window point. 
NI Energy N2 
2 150 1 
2 140 2 
4 145 3 
5 125 4 
6 120 5 
7 140 6 
9 146 7 
2 155 8 
3 130 9 
........... 
· . Position matnx at node N 1 
........................ ................... ........... ~' 
N2 Energy N3 
4 50 I 
5 55 2 
4 60 3 
~ ... 8 70 4 
2 60 5 
I 55 6 
6 90 7 
7 80 8 
9 85 9 .. 
Position matnx at node N2 
............................ ... ................... ~ ... 
N3 Energy N4 
2 200 I 
3 150 2 
4 170 3 II1II 
2 205 4 ... 
3 175 5 
3 185 6 
4 179 7 
5 200 8 
I 203 9 
· . . .... PosItion matnx at node N3 ........ ......................... . ............ ~ 
N4 Energy NI 
3 120 I 
2 110 2 
6 100 3 
7 100 4 
8 105 5 
2 125 6 
~ ..... 3 130 7 
4 95 8 
6 115 9 
· . PosItion matnx at node N4 
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5:2:3:4 2-D EXTRACTION RESULTS 
The results of 2-D building extraction are building polygons (in vector form) as 
shown in Figures 36a3, b3 and C3. Resulting building polygons are validated by 
superimposing them on respective orthoimages (see Figures 36 <4, b4 and C4). 
~~ Cl 46 . ~ vu 
C'JGG 
r;:;7 
"7 '--J - 28 





























© Marconi Beam Site 
Figure 36. 2-D building extraction results along with ground truth data. 
(a/, b/,c/ - Ground Truth data; a2,b2,c2 - Ground Truth data superimposed on 
orthoimages; a3,b3,c3- 2-D building extraction results; a4,b4,c4 - Extracted buildings 
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(a) Manzese Sitel (b) Manzese Site2 
© Marconi Beam 
Figure 37. Extracted buildings and ground truth data superimposed on orthoimages. 
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5:2:4 PERFORMANCE EVALUATION OF THE 
PROPOSED BUILDING EXTRACTION SYSTEM 
5:2:4:1 SYSTEM PERFORMANCE EVALUATION DESIGN 
CONSIDERATIONS 




extraction and an absolute pre-requisite for production 
ngorous of the System 
the definition a set of rYip·tT1,'C measurable 
relevant to user needs and in tenns of system per'tormruGce 
McKeown, et al (2000) stated system's measures must be 
objective scores based on an The 
system's output must be against data from an u ...... '''-'''.''-'H'-''''-'H. 





a '-" ............ " &>v1..,..,r·n 
depends on factors as: 
quality, which most cases automation 
sets in vu.~ ....... ,""' .. the 
true potential 
pertonmaJlce evaluation methodology 
• Type of tea1:ure to be extracted Each type of has its own characteristics, 
which need to be considered evaluating its extraction, e.g. whether it is a 2-D 
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• User requirements - Users may be 1nt-"" .. "."t-",.ri attributes. 
• Extraction system's design architecture 
or fully automated. This may individual modules. 
Also as to whether the ,,,,.aPlTl is monocular, 
In general, the adopted as VU';)i:)"U1", address 
the following three fundamental 
1. Is the extraction system's f'\11t-T'\11t-
2. Given partially delineated 
delineate the buildings correctly or not? 
3. Is the inclusion of automated OHlce:SSt;;s "''''11-''1"1 to users or not? it reduce the 
user's workload and fatigue in the acc:epltable """UV"'" or not (Hsieh, 1996). 
Buildings are among the most complex features to extract due to their 
occlusions from surrounding wide variety of complex shapes, 
objects and the complex scenes 
propagates into the """,r,,1"\'\ 
and efficient un.'Ui'~'" u..u.u,,.,y,,, 
A number of 
pr bability 
usually occur. This complexity 
them, making the design of relevant 
Shufelt, 1993; Mckeown, et aI, 2000). 
are reported in the Ii terature 
..... y,u.u,",u n:rocess or reflect the requirements 
different user C01nnlUIlltlc~s eX~lmt)le. the building detection rate 
the presence a ...,U',,<;i1 .... 1". .v .. , ...... vu is one aspect of performance evaluation 












5:2:4:2 APPLIED SYSTEM EVALUATION METHODOLOGY 
building scene un.''''''''.'''' generated by proposed "v1''''''''h system 
The ... "'+,,, .. "",, ..... data are the most accurate 2-D building models obtained 
....... u. .. "' .. _y from rrrnll1nt1 truth data. truth the Manzese area sites 
were obtained by manual of an topographic (a 
photogrammeric uU .. ''-'UU.lv plot same aerial photographs used 
this research) at a Figures b l and Cl). For Marconi 
area rrrnll1-nt1 data was u".u .... "-"] cre~ate:d an experienced "' ... " ... ,,1-, ..... by 
measuring building roofs in the orthoimage covering area (see 36cl and 
Building extraction evaluation m most cases are based on either an 
area/volume comparison or a building-by-building count. Area/volume metric 
me-mOllS are on comparing system's output label for 
pixel or with the retlereJnce data, and computing on the 
consistency of labels. On the hand, if each hypothesis produced by the 
proposed .. v'· .. ",..·T1 system can related to corresponding in the 
a measure of detection can based on 
computing amount of attained. This is also TPt,"rr"'11 to as the 
building-by-building count ... "' ..... '" method (Shufelt, 1996; Mckeown, et aI, 2000). 
an u .... l\U;u,!;'" but """AU,!; correspondence may 
difficult when hypotheses overlap a building, and a number of 
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To address in § 5:2:4:1, 
research. 
area and building-by-building 
count tnP'tru'.;: were Q.1.J~JlH .. '''' 
area based metric 1,"",U1,,,,',,, a simplified to the approach adopted Shufelt 
(1993) Mckeown, et al (2000) has been The 
to: 
proposed building extraction system is at stage eVCHOt)m€mt. so it 
needs further improvement and innovations kpt,i'.1"P it can be subjected to a precise 
or evaluation methodology. 
.. and building '""'''''''",''''.0..1._1 found 
delineating an building is much 
in a crowded urban area. 
It is """" .... u,-"" ... that a UUJl'UJ.,llJ;:. is considered 
Since are two data sets 
extraction which forms 
uu"'u, ....... settlement areas . 
than extracting 
if any part if 
consideration i.e. 
1"Pt'''1''P,nl'P data, there are possible categories for each building 
.. True Positive 
scene model "" ..... "'" ... 




hypothesis as not 











.. False Positive The extraction scene model "'.""""", .. "''' the hypothesis 
as being a ""'""j" .. uUF>. but the reference scene model does not. 
.. False Negative (FN): The 
hypothesis as not a building, 
scene 
U",J,,,,,,",, the reference 
classifies the 
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To evaluate proposed "''''''''''''5 extraction """""'"" 
TN, FP and are counted, following 
pel-tOI:m~mce. the UUJ,uu',",,, 
are computed: 
Detection Percentage (TP/(TP+FN))x 1 00 
• False Alarm == (FP/(TP+FP)) x 100 
The ... "'u,,"/o; detection peI·ce!lta!?;e IS a "IUlllJ"'" metric, the 
156 
of 
buildings that are classified as buildings the proposed 
system. The is a measure of building performmce md it 
gIves m ... " .................. on whether proposed extraction ,,,,,,,rp'Tn is biased or not. 
rate is a measure of the rate at which "V",.PTTl ml:SS-(le{(~C(S buildings. 
the reasons stated VLUU'". on in the case the area metric method, the 
building-by-building count metric was usmg a approach 
to the method adopted by Mckeown md (1993) Mckeown, et (2000). 
The adopted approach is on the ditfen:mc nprnrp.l~n each extracted 
the area its correslPOl1ld1l1lg reference .......... , ..... u,.zw, 
data. Let for example (A) be area of a building in the truth data, (B) 
the corresponding area of reconstructed building, then, the building-by-building 
metric is expressed by overlap extent value, which is computed as: 
Overlap LI"'+" .... + = (1-(1 A-BI/A)) => Success 
metric is applied in cases where there is overlap np.r.",,,,,,.., the ",vt' .. ",..,!"",t1 building 
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5:2:4:3 SYSTEM PERFORMANCE EVALUATION RESULTS 
System performance was evaluated both study areas. results area/volume 
iU ...... i ... based evaluation are as shown Table 1. It .:>uv,uu 
because proposed extraction system building hypotheses 




therefore the evaluation 
building detection rate. 
systems performance is only on the basis of the 
Table 1. Performance evaluation by the modified area/volume metric method. 
Results of system performance by the modified building-by-building count method 
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Ground Truth Extracted Area (m ) IA-BI Success Rate 


















10 10 79 116 53 
11 13 88 95 7 92 
12 14 95 58 37 61 













31 48 106 
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70 5 93 
74 25 66 
Min =21, Max =100 
Mean =79, 0=16 
(b) Manzese Site 1 
46 44 2 96 
2 2 17 18 94 
3 3 19 23 4 79 












20 20 39 
21 21 34 
22 22 39 41 2 
23 23 24 15 9 62 
21 19 2 90 








28 23 5 82 
13 18 5 62 





8 1 89 
42 64 26 25 96 
43 65 18 25 7 61 
44 66 33 29 4 88 
45 67 13 19 6 54 
46 69 20 28 8 60 
17 100 
40 
(c) Marconi Beam 
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5:3 3-D SITES MODELING AND VISUALIZATION 
When considering a Isual1:!:atllon ,",V";'PTn that is apt)rOtmate for a 
are criteria that should be considered. These go beyond the 
degree interactivity, level of realism and presentation modes to 
portability across platforms operating systems, user friendliness of system, 
import/export with data and other programs, to models and 
data 
The ArcView Analyst proved to fulfill of the criteria mentioned 
above and was applied. Additionally, ArcView Analyst supports 
the of 3-D models in Virtual Reality Modeling Language (VRML). In 
ArcView 3-D the user is to export models to 
format. 
By 
browsers and ... ~~,,..,.~.v are available. 
models can be ac(:eS~;lOJLe by 
nYIJer··nnKInlg it with the 
audience. 
Wide (WWW) where it would available to a 
5:3:1 3-D MODELING BY ARCVIEW 3-D ANALYST 
Inputs into 3-D Analyst are DTM, orthoimages and extracted 2D building 
contours. It should noted only extracted buildings are modeled in 
merely to demonstrate capabilities and completeness the proposed method of 
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buildings that are not extracted by the proposed method to be ma 
Dr(J'ce~;s possibly a manual one prior to the 
final 2-D building outlines are rather distorted 
modeling process. Because 
b3 and C3) 
have shapes, they are regularized by fitting a rectangular bounding box 
"Tn,,, ... ,, each them, by an " ....... 1"' .... '>1"11 of ml]nmlUln and maximum y 
coordinate values their UP?'t,,.,..,.,, This approach however did not out well 
the Beam contours were very 
irregular and close to other. resulted in overlapping bounding boxes, 
the ARCVIEW Analyst to apl1,pr~'tp a 3-D model of the Dimensions 
orientation of bounding were as Oll1neIlSU)fiS and on~ent:atl(m of 
buildings for the """ ............ '" of visualization Figures and b I ). 
approxlmale DTM usmga with 
a constant as used by n1"<::l,nP1" (1995) was applied as one 
of the inputs for Manzese (refer §4:6 theory scale "'L ,",',,",n,'" and see 
and 39bz DTM's). In implementation, the 
following PfC)CeOUl 
1. orthoimage is draped over a regular DTM tODtnlI1tg a photo-realistic 
topographic surface ARCVIEW 3-D Analyst. 
2. extracted IJULL ...... LLO outlines as approximated by bounding 
are polygon into ArcNiew shape files from 
which building blocks blocks with correct 
but actual U"'.FYH values). 
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In the implementation, heights 
extracted from the DSM, but in 
a""uull .... U. as 
163 
building theoretically are surmo:sea to 
research a fixed height value of was 
it is reaSOIlable to assume a uv,uU'.<u 
study area. The 3-D models Figure up 
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(b,)Regularized polygons "'''I",.r.'3' on orthoimage (b2) Approximate DTM 
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CHAPTER 6 
ANALYSIS OF RESULTS 
This Chapter is the results of .LJt..;Il.Vl.<) altimetric se,;mumt:ltl 
and building extraction. 
results of DSMs se~tm€~nt.m(m by the ,,-HJV,"" thresholding method as 
18 § seem to adequately detect most the building roofs the 
Manzese study area. Limitations to the application of 
method includes: 
DSM global thresholding 
1. Difficulties in selection of an effective global height threshold value 
can detect most building 
The of merged structure blobs 
3. effect of the terrain. 
success the method depends on factors as relative flat to ... ·", ... and 
adequate spacing in-between In case small spacing 
in-between "'''''AU'-'A",,''. the method as seen in Marconi Beam site 
(refer and 1 where an alternative approach Bins 
was applied. It can that digital models a reliable cue in 
raised detection and that the technique to be applied to raw DSM 
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that the accuracy the surface models is for accurate raised structure 
detection. 
In of the orClce!;s of I..Ul,.,ul115 hypothesis 0>"11'>"1'",.1"1 DSMs the 
of approximate building contours the . following issues are 
L Separation structure blobs on basis of shadows and h1n!:lru 
erosion is not always ~""rojC1""" as explained earlier on § 4:6 and in Figure 
possible reason is that not all images are acquired bright 
with good illumination As seen in Figure 19, a number of difficulties 
could arise direction which raised structure blobs are ~~~_.~,..., .. _ may 
be of the shadows. the aDt)rollch of 
erosion of digital surface models proved pH"rotnr", in this resear'Ch. 
that one algorithm should not be to be In 
varying conditions the real "VJlUUI r this emohllS use 
of multi-algorithmic approaches in solving feature extraction problems. 
Building hypothesis verification is necessary 
hypotheses from other raised structure hypotheses. 
distinguishing building 
method of verification 
. needs to as simple as possible to enable users informal "''''''''''''.'''VJ,U 
settings to able to orOICe!;SlIJlg without "1-'",,'-'lal1L',... • ... ''-'Ul: .. '-'';'''- tr'alIllnJ?;. 
analysis histograms direction orthoimage patches that contain 
raised structure hypotheses as .., ................ , ....... in § 4:7 proved easier and more 
""~~,"'''+'n'''' (see 23) computationally involved methods as 
based on the analysis of surface normal 
blobs. 
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3. method of growing constrained by 
building rel":lOIlS has ""Tn",p" Figure The success the 
method on such factors as the use of effective homogeneity criteria 
the presence of contrast between roofs 
where contrast is poor method will definitely 
situations 
"'Tt ... ,,,,,",, poorly. The output 
region growing edge detection to processed to remove artifacts 
prior to their use in the building extraction process. 
From the 2-D building extraction results as shown in 
stated 
and it can 
• proposed building 
success rate above 60% (see 
method has 
I It is 
more half of buildings, the method reduces the amount labour the 
extraction 
This UUIIJU'"," 
leaving undetected buildings to be extracted by other str'lte:lUes. 
' ...... ·"'A1~"'~',..,p of multi-cue algorithms feature ext.ractlon. 
• It has not been possible to accurately "" .... AIU"" .. '" buildings with the same reliability 
success rate as a human ODlerator Nevertheless, final U.H,.,uU6 contours are 
to building as seen Figure However, they contain 
some artifacts need to be removed by a manual t-edlltlIJlg step. 
problem of inaccurate delineation of buildings may attributed to: 
1. Differences shape between approximate building contours and actual 
contours. 
2. Adoption of a single building mathematical moae! for all VUIl""lJ".5" 
in a study area. planned settlements it is logical to adopt a 











within a scene necessary informal ""V'UV~UVJ'" areas. In 
words, the adopted building mathematical model not be adequately 
representing manifestation of all buildings in the 
Buildings too close to Automated UeJllm~aLllon of very 
buildings particularly from high 
. . 
"''''V'~W'''U'U lffiages 1S .... UJU"'''''U 
tend to ragged causing difficulty with 
from the delineation of an isolated building 
the same UWJlL"",u;;, a complex area 
LOlmo.anru! 2-D results for study areas, it was found that 
are poorly aeJmc:::at~~a compared to 
the Manzese Figures 36<4, b4 and C4). This is u .. ",'u"~ ... buildings 
Marconi Beam site are very close to other, building are very small 
of diverse '-'w,,, .... , .. ;;, materials. circumstances lead to an 
erroneous of by growing 
detection algorithms and consequently to poor building delineation. is a 
limitation to the "IJ'J''''''''VH of the proposed building extraction system. 
Performance un.j."u ... '" results proposed on the 
of the building-by-building count method were satisfactory 
Table 2). building-by-building count method, an overlap extent of 
100% will mean a For 
building method to work, it is to defme an extent threshold 
above which a building is declared rl",t,,,,,..b,,rl or not. Mckeown et al (2000) showed 
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Average 
rescearc:n (see Table 
metric 
These results 
85 and 79 
that on 
gn;:atc:r than 80% overlap with its corresponding UUJl1U.J,Uj;:;. 
170 
been obtained this 
extracted 
the ground 
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CHAPTER 7 
DISCUSSIONS OUTLOOK 
The of chapter is to discuss applicability, and limitations the 
proposed building method. 
A novel method building detection and delineation from high-resolution 
has presented. proposed system be 
'"'LA.., .............. "" ....... '"',... as a module on Digital Workstations. If a digital 
and an orthoimage are available, the method can 
implemented on any computer system. improve its efficiency, the algorithms can 
be as a module ""Trl1"" a GIS software processes 
overlaying, ge()-r€~tel~encmg, evaluation by comparison with ground truth and other 
data can easily be implemented because data sets will be in one 
teatur€~s of the system are that: 
• It does not rely on shadows in detection and delineation of buildings as is 
building systems. 
• Approximate building contours are ,...h1,<:>""".r1 automatically unlike attempts 
they are obtained manually by digitizing approximate comer points. 
• It 
not use a structure blobs. This works 
under the surnntion that the l-""",'"",,, is relatively flat. the case the 
a will be be o".r,,,.r<lit,,.r1 by technique gray 
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It Building contour modification IS 
optimization memoo. 
contrast gaps, fragmented edges and 
radiometric and geometric constraints. 
out by the snakes 
method can work even the 
172 
distortions u,., .... 'au,'1;;; of use global 
procedures of the proposed method are in principle automated. a 
",,,,,,u.au. operator needed to assist system by carrying such .L .... "'vu'~u.., as 
setting thresholds e.g. 
growing hOlmOge11el1:v 
DSM segmeJntatlon global height threshold regIon 
visual quality intennediate 
and allowing the nT"',""'~ to continue or not, if results 
regIOn and edge detection are satisfactory or not; assessing final results are 
acceptable or not post 
ron'''Tll'troT within a "''''''''''' ...... IS ,",V1,'''-'\,.I,,.,1 
and quicker for humans computer 
Most the buildings detected are 
final contours. Such use of a human 
u,., .... 'au~',., visual assessments are 
the study areas had complex ofT, U or + shapes 
building or wings. Such building shapes are 
few buildings 
buildings with separate 
to extract by 
proposed method. is because the method operates from centre of DSM 
blobs to do 1'P011'\n growing and detection in detennination of approximate 
building contours. such complex building the may not 
own blob 
possibility of 
not been I'>v .... ln',.I'>('I yet. It can 
work well be each building wing to have 
centre point. not the proposed UL,,",UL'V'o.L. lIlQeeQ. 
~.u ... l::> separately extracted building wings into one 
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buildings moderately complex crowded informal 
.,.'-'AU'-'J<U areas like study areas this project. 
efficiency for the proposed method has not been evaluated. This is u ...... 'a.u" .... 
it is ,,,,,,,, ...... ,,.<1 that the 1U,",U1V'U. is expected to run V~Ajl1U,", which case is not a 
constraint. method is however at its .n1"'<1nf"U stage so it requires further 














building has not able to extract all buildings 
III study areas. This attributed to scene and 
different scene conditions, method is to perform 
Development a generic feature system, which is likely to be 
enough to in diverse scene has to-date 
is a challenge to groups. 
algorithms in feature In multi-cue each technique 




.... ""_LV .. ' to create structured images by 
the 
acquisition 















of acquisition so as to images with "T"I"'nlT shadows aid in 
Although the of the ........ , .... "''''''rt building method was to achieve 
"" .... VUJlUUVU. it some intervention by the 




scheme. To .. ""1,,,...,,,1',,,£1 that there is 
UUJliU1Uj:<, pvlr .. ",,'"!"l(', ... systems due to 
a need for incorporating human 
limited success rates 
automatic SY~Helns. Two types interactions are required 
processes and the post-editing of derived results. The level human intervention 
the n1"r,nn",,,,,£1 "'U"TP,n kept as UUUH.LUU as possible, making the <'U<'lrp1"n 
automatic to a extent. 
It that success of the ,nUL"',"," approach "''''''''''1..''''0 upon the 
state of the building contour, the approximate building needs to as 
close to its true shape as possible. the ""u ....... "'''' approach, it is ..... U.U"'~H to manipulate 
the apl1roxlIna1:e building contour to fit the ext)ec:[ea contour difference 
between the two is significant. In addition to the snakes approach suffers 
computational complexity in dynamic systems like with many n""(TT'''''~'' 
light above, it is that approach can be 
effective applied 
approximate comer points 
the human 
a desired 
digitization approximate comer points 
contour's state. 
has determined 
This can achieved by screen 
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The proposed method is unable to correctly delineate building lines. indicates 
that top-down alone cannot problem of 
extraction. is because, strategies, becomes 
additionally 
applying 
object models are needed. One to solve this un.IL"',",'H could 
strategies combining 
strategies. With combined str~lte.E:les feature extraction can 
and 
carried out 
continued .. ""t", .. "' ..... to the and dynamically depending upon the local 
context knowledge objects. seems to be the 
problem extraction, as even the human system is on integration 
and context 
8:3 RECOMMENDATIONS 
to the limitations of the .,u ........ "'., approach, it is su~~ge:ste:a that work 
should look into the use strategy in building extraction. 
Simulated ... UJl"' ... .1U.15 IS analogous to the snakes with "'''''<''",'''''~T to energy 
cooled down 
It aPJ)ro:xmlat€~s the principle annealing 
liquid to solid by the O"Pt1PT:::Itu," 
IS 
..... "''''''''''''' of states. 
process can be <lUll' .... "''''"'u and "'""..lQ. ... uvu (Trinder, Maulik and 
Bandyopadhyay, 2000). The method " .... " ... ,.,+,,,,,, from the user delineated 
which are mClaelea by B-splines, a rectangular window containing the spline and 
feature is defined input into simulated aIU.''''''',UU."," process. simulated 
........ u ..... , .... F.. approach is ... .,. .. ,,,,.,..,t,,,,., to be enecllve 
be superior to snakes 
does not closely approximate 
Bandyopadhyay, 2000). 
it has proved to 
initial or aPl,roxuna1:e feature 
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